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THE SMILING COURAGE OF OUR WOUNDED HEROES
Two Highlanders, injured in the first great battle, coming home in a Channel steamer

September, 1914.
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Map to illustrate the advance of the Russian Army of Invasion in the East of Germany, the thick shaded line indicating the
positions occupied by the hosts of the Tsar on August 25th.

THE RUSSIAN "STEAM-ROLLER
A Brilliant Description of the 3,000,000 Army that is now
rolling across the Eastern frontiers of Germany and Austria

,/

The Mighty M.litaly
Engine of the Tsar

By F. A. McKENZIE

War Correspondent of "The Daily Mail" in the Russo-Japanese War

armies of Russia and the combined forces of Great
and Greater Britain may well be the deciding factor
—possibly a year or more hence—in the land campaigns
of the great war.
For over a quarter of a century Europe regarded the
fighting strength of Russia with awe. The millions of
her soldiers, the reserve strength , of her vast Empire of
one hundred and sixty millions, her successes in the field,
and her resolute discipline, magnetised Europe. Here
was the land that had shattered Napoleon in his prime,
and that even then was absorbing nation after nation
throughout Asia. Prophets depicted Russia expanding
her dominions east and west till she strode as Colossus
from India to the North Sea, and from the coasts of Korea
to the Mediterranean.
Then came the Japanese War, the war of astounding
surprises, of defeats, and of humiliation. Russia retired
from that war with prestige diminished
The Lesson
almost to vanishing point, and with
hopes of Pacific empire shattered. Since
Russia learned
then Europe has as much underestimated
from Japan
Russian military strength as she previously exaggerated it. Yet Russia was never more formidable, never more splendidly prepared, never better
fitted, both for offence and defence, than to-day.
The Japanese War revealed the weaknesses of the
Russian military organisation. Russia at the start despised her enemy. To think that Japan could defeat her
was so absurd that most refused to contemplate it. The
war was a bitter and wholesome lesson. The world has
barely yet realised that in the end Russia contrived, despite
her defeats, to hold up the entire Japanese forces. The
war made not only Russia's faults stand out, but also the

T
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splendid virtues of discipline, endurance, ability to take
punishment, and steady fighting power that the Tsar's
soldiery possess.
In defeat and disaster Russia found her real salvation.
For three or four years after the close of the war internal
disturbances and political quarrels absorbed the nation.
The Army was bitter and resentful, and was still further
angered by revelations of corruption, nepotism, and, of
inefficiency. But in 1910 the work of creating a new Army
was deliberately begun; A secret -sitting of the Duma
voted unanimously eleven millions for reorganisation and
extension. Administrative control was vested in one man
—the Minister for War. The independent status of grand
ducal inspectors, which had led to so many abuses in the
Japanese War, was abolished. The territorial system was
introduced. Vast sums were spent on technical equipment,
on air craft, field telephones, wireless apparatus, and
machine-guns of every kind.
From pgro this work of reorganisation has been carried
on unceasingly. It is impossible to give
in exact figures the actual strength of The Unceasing
the Russian forces, because exact figures Work of
are not available. But I should not be Re-organisation
far out in estimating that in the summer
of 1913 the peace strength of the combined Russian,
European, Asiatic and Caucasian armies was 1,1 oo,000
men, while the total war strength was not less than
3,500,000. To-day it is much greater..
The Russian Army ranks to-day among the most perfectly
equipped fighting forces of the world, both so fai- as the
equipment of the individual soldier, and artillery, and
field train of the Army as a whole is concerned. While
money has been spent freely, a rigorous campaign has
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been maintained against corruption—the great bane of all
Russian Government departments. Some army contractors
caught at fault have been given swingeing sentences. The
lesson of 1904 has been learned.
One result of the alliance between Russia and France
was to quicken Russian preparations on the German
frontier. Russia has never loved Germany. In St. Petersburg the popular name for a German, when I was last
there, was black beetle." Underlying all Russian moves
there has been for many years the dominating idea of war
with Germany and Austria. " The Army must remember
that every day it is preparing for a war that shall smash
the two German Empires," was the note of a thousand
unofficial messages.
Last year the danger became still more vital. Germany
launched out a new- scheme of military expansion, voting
an increased expenditure of fifty million pounds, and an
addition of three Army corps to her
How Russia
forces. Russia did not hurry with her
Answered the
response, and it was only five months ago
German Menace that she gave her answer to the German
menace—an increase of the Russian Army
by 460,000 men. This increase and the accompanying
reorganisation were being procec
with when war was
declared.

war. Those of us who watched the Russian operations
in 1904 from opposite and hostile ranks could not, many a
time, refrain our admiration from the dogged perseverance
and obstinate endurance of the men in the ranks. The
great weakness of the Russian military system is one that
it shares with the German. The private soldier is not
encouraged to show initiative. It is his business to obey;
and only to obey. He is not asked to think, only to carry
out the orders given to him. This system has been deliberately adopted and maintained. Russian officers claim
that it is the only possible way. In this I am convinced
they are greatly mistaken.
Finesse, trickery, subterfuge—all legitimate weapons of
war—are not among the Russian soldier's strong points.
He prefers to go straight on. If there arc obstacles, he will
move right against them and overcome them by sheer pluck
and by numbers.
He can fight.
One only needs to
see a Cossack regiment rushing 'with
a cheer to death, or
note a company of
infantry's coolness in
the hottest corner

•........

Konigsberg, the Prussian fortress town to which the beaten German host retreated. Top
,nset: General Sukhomlinov, the new organiser of the Russian armies. Lower inset:
General Rennenkampf, who broke 120,000 Germans at Gumbinnen.

Russia should now
be able "to advance
into Germany and
Austria, or to keep
on her western
borders as a threat to her two foes, at least 3,000,000
fully-trained soldiers, amply provided with artillery, transport, commissariat and ammunition.
Like most great machines, the Russian military machine
is somewhat slow to move. It takes time to mobilise, and
it "takes time to bring up forces. But once started the
Russian Army moves on with the relentlessness of a steamroller. A new set of officers, backed up by a few of the
most successful commanders in the Japanese War, now'
rule. Four years ago almost every general officer who
had not shown himself a leader of special efficiency during
the last war had been removed from the ranks. Out of
one hundred and thirty-five only fifty-two remained. Still
fewer are left to-day. The new men, keen, scientific
soldiers, have been trained in the same school that has
made German militarism so formidable.
No one denies the courage or the strength of the Russian
fighting man. This has been proved in campaign after
campaign, and was never proved more than in the last

of a great battle, to know that. I marked it at the Yalu,
at Motienling, at Liao Yang, and in a score of other battles.
In estimating Russian fighting capacity during this war,
one important thing must not be overlooked. During the
Japanese War Russia was hampered at every turn by
revolutionary agitation. The Poles seized the opportunity
to attempt to wrest their independence ; the Finns were
in a state of seething unrest ; the Social
Russia
Democrats throughout the Empire were
working for red revolution. The very workUnited in
a Holy War men of St. Petersburg were seeking an
opportunity to overthrow the Tsar.
Now all is changed. At the outbreak of the present war
workmen's organisations that had planned a great general
strike voluntarily abandoned it and went back to work,
so as not to hamper their own government. The Finns,
despite their many good reasons for hating Russia, have wiped
out hatred in co-operation. The entire Russian people, who
looked on their last war as a distant campaign to enrich
grand dukes, regard the present as a Holy War for the
protection of their race against the Teutonic peoples. Their
armies are going to battle with determined enthusiasm.
They go not alone because they are ordered, but because
Holy Russia is fighting, as they know, for justice and for right.
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The Tsar's Leviathan Legions Move on Germany
COLOSSAL Russia has proved more nimble in offensive
action than was reckoned by the German War Staff.
A few years ago the Russians still kept to their old,
muddle-headed method of declaring war and then preparing for it. Now, under the direction of an organiser of
victories of the Kitchener stamp, General Sukomlinov, the
Slav soldier has shown, by a series of rapid triumphs
in Prussia, that he has changed for the better since
Mukden.
A new system of marksmanship training made him a
finer shot than the German, and he knows what he is fighting

for now—for the liberation of his fellow-Slays. He is
marchin., out with the steadiness of the veteran, and,
having learnt a hard lesson in Manchuria, lie is bent on
teaching it to the Teuton. The braggart vapourings of the
Pan-German party have stirred in the Slav races the same
instinct of self-preservation as the menace of the big,
growing German fleet had excited in Britain.
If in the life-or-death struggle that has now opened
Russia is forced to bring on to the battlefield every man
able to shoot, she will overbear Germany and Austria by
the sheer mass and pressure of twenty million troops.

Russia could from her vast population raise the unparalleled force of twenty million troops like these if needed.

The stubborn, well—mounted cavalrymen forming the spear—point of the Russian advance through Prussia.

A great surprise awaited the Germans at Gumbinnen—the new, deadly marksmanship of the Russian infantry.
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The Cossack—The Grey Nightmare of Germany

Squadron of the terrible Cossacks who invaded

Germany and Austria weeks before they were expected.

Cossack that the Japanese were at a
disadvantage in the Manchurian War.
The strong-wristed Cossack soon
showed that in the fight against the
Prussian, who has been menacin, his
country for forty years, he wouldbfight
One Cossack
with deadly passion.
named Kriutchoff began the attack on
the German frontier by rushing, singlehanded, upon a troop ,of Germans.
He received sixteen wounds, and
his horse was terribly cut about, but,
without any help, he slew eleven men
of the enemy. He is now recovering
from his wounds.

EVEN at the height of his vainglory,

the Prussian has never been able
to think without a qualm of the
" grey peril " — the grey - coated,
mounted Cossack, bred for war for
four hundred years, and living in
millions on all the danger points of
the Russian frontier from the Don
to the Amur and the Usuri.
The fear of the Cossack has always
been strong upon the mind of the
Berliners. For the Russian frontiersmen are all that the Prussians would
like to be—the supreme military race
of the modern world.
The Long Service of
Russia's Fightinl Men
The Cossack lives for battle, and
to him is due the Russian conquest
of the whole of Northern Asia. To
the number of 2,750,000, he dwells
in little commonwealths on vast tracts
of land allotted to him by the Tsar.
Each Cossack has about eighty-one
acres of property, and in return for this
grant he serves as a soldier for twenty
years, from the age of eighteen to
thirty-eight, providing all his own
uniforms, equipment, and horses. For
three years he trains ; for twelve
years he goes on active service ; for
five, years he is on the reserve.
He is sweeping, a host of 300,000
horsemen, on Germany and Austria,
having crossed into , Galicia on the
south and ridden far into Prussia on
the north, on his way to Berlin.
Fierce in Battle but
Amiable in Peace
Far from being terrible in character,
the Cossack is the gayest and most
lighthearted of Russians, living in
practical independence as a cattleraiser and horse-breeder.
But in war, the vehemence with
which he fights, and the skill with
which he manages his horse, make _
him a superb cavalryman It was
only in comparison with the mounted

Destroying the Wheat
Supplies of Prussia
" Until the lance of the Cossack
strikes against Brandenberg Gate`",said
a Russian statesman last week; " we
shall not close our , account with
Germany." It is not far from PoSen
to the Brandenberg Gate of Berlin,
and while the Cossack is eating up the
miles between and fighting the Prussian
cavalryman, he occupies his leisure in a
piece of destructive work that may
have more bearing on the final result
of the war than appears at first sight.
The Germans regard the Cossack as a
monster of ravage, and having regard to
the work their Uhlans have done in
Belgium, the Germans should be good
judges of destructive ability. The Cossack, however, is merely laying waste the
ripening wlieatfields of Eastern Prussia.

The man the Prussian fears.

The Berliner Knows the
Cossacks are Coming
Having won the decisive Battle of
Gumbinnen and Outflanked the German
army of defence, he has arrived in the
nick of time to prevent the richest store
of food supplies in Germany being
gathered and sent to Berlin, Dantzic, and
Konigsberg. This chance of an attack on
the Prussian harvest was probably one of
the reasons Why the RuSsianS bent all
their energies on the task of mobilising'
sooner than the German expected.

The War Illastrated, 5th September, 1914.
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Heroes of Mons back again in England

Women passengers on the Folkestone boar. tending our wounded British heroes who fought so magnificently against the Germans.
On landing they were received by cheering crowds and conveyed to the hospital in motor-cars.

"My Bonnie Boys."
NOS-COMMISSIONED officer, who was in the
thick of the fighting at Mons, is lavish in his
praise of the splendid heroism displayed by his captain.
There was no braver man on the field than our captain,"
he writes. " He was knocked over early with a piece of
shell which smashed his leg. He must have been in great
pain, but kneeling on one knee he was cheerful, and kept
saying : ' My bonnie boys—make sure of your man.' "
Germans Fire on Red Cross
BRITISH officer, wounded at Mons, tells an appalling story of Getman treachefy. " German
soldiers," he writes, " are often discovered wearing British
uniforms taken from the dead. They have no compunction
in shooting our wounded men, and on one occasion the Red
Cross was ignored, and the hospital fired upon."
British. Contempt for German Gunnery
PRIVATE, although shot through the shoulder at
Mons, nevertheless has a keen contempt for German
shooting. " If you stand up in the firing-line," he says,
" they cannot hit you. They do not aim with the rifle.
and will not face the bayonet. They are afraid of cold

A

A
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The German "Commerce Destroyer." Kaiser Wilhelm der
Grosse, which is now at the bottom of the sea.

steel. They come up to within two hundred yards of out
line in masses, fire at us in a kind of feverish hast.c.41 then
scoot.' "
An Englishman's Daring Adventures.
OUR war correspondents up to the present have had
few exciting experiences. But one Englishman in
Brussels last week succeeded in penetrating twenty miles
through the German lines, risking death as a spy at every step.
Early one morning he set out for the field of Waterloo.
Before he was stopped by German soldiers, and sent back to
the city, he saw the main artillery columns moving along the
road. He counted two hundred and thirty guns.
Getting back to the capital, he set out in another direction,
towards the south-west, and came upon the main German
infantry forces tramping down the Mons road. On another
occasion he managed to strike through the German post
to Alost. Several times he was arrested, but as he was
never brought before the same officer, he was not put to
death. Of course, had it been suspected that he was an
Englishman, he would have been shot as a spy. But he
had been born in Brussels, of English parents, and, speaking
like a Belgian, passed himself off as a native.

H.M.S. Highflyer, which sank the Kaiser Wilhelm off the coast
of Africa. "Bravo, Highflyer!" "wirelessed" the Admiralty.
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With the French Army near the Battle Front

A regiment of foot, with full equipment, swinging through one of the towns of
Northern France on the way to Charleroi. Inset: A gun section in action.

The use of the machine-gun, the most murderous of the smaller weapons of modern war. Raking a wood with mitrailleuse fire
to clear the way for an infantry advance.

The Wu?. Illustratol, 5th September, 1914.
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Victorious Serbs Prepare for Greater Servia

What the modern shell can do. A house in Belgrade struck by
Austrian artillery fire.

A Serb boy of twelve who dug a trench in a garden by the
Danube and "sniped" the Austrians across the river.

Sturdy Servian peasants waiting in Belgrade for rifles and
ammunition to fight for the Greater Servia.

Serb troops on their way to the great victory over the Austrians,
wearing Sowers given them by their wives.
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Austria's Cowardly Bombardment of Belgrade

The British Embassy at Belgrade after the Austrian bombardment. Routed by the Serbs on the battlefield, the cowardly Austrians
have retired to a safe position across the Danube, from which they shell tha defenceless Serb capital.

This is how the beautiful white city of Belgrade used to look. Now it is a desolate stretch or shell—shattered ruins, and what
inhabitants still remain crouch night and day in the cellars, while the shells are bursting above them.

The War Illustrated.,
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British Reinforcements for the Allied Armies

General Smith-Dorrien (in centre) with his staff officers embarking at Folkestone for the front.

S Lord Kitchener has now clearly explained, the dispatch
of our first Expeditionary Force was only the beginning of a great, steady, increasing effort which our
country is resolved to continue against Germany. The
Germans have flung their entire forces on the double
battlefields, and they are now calling up boys of sixteen for
instruction in musketry. Their armies will continually
diminish by combat, sickness, and capture.
But our military force on the Continent may be built up
into a mass of several hundred thousand trained men, and
will be kept up to the highest point necessary. Already

A

large British reinforcements have been sent through various
French seaports to the battle-front, and our losses have
been made good on the day they occurred.
The organisation is 'working admirably. Troops do not
wait for trains and ships. The ships and trains wait for
the troops. The transport traffic is proceeding with a
clockwork movement. In France the big troopships have
been coming in more rapidly than ever, and discharging
their freights with remarkable speed. At one port last
week 6,000 men with guns, horses, waggons, and war
material, were received in twenty-four hours I

The sturdy sons of the Scottish Highlands setting out for the new battlefields of France.

The War Illastratcd, 5th September, 1,c1.4.
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Building up our Army on the Continent

How our cavalrymen rode down to the boat-train for the Continent.

Getting chargers to enter the railway vansi

Troops entraining for a southern seaport.

Marching away, with kitbags stung over their shoulders, for the great new adventure on the fields of old France.

The War Illustrated,
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Furious Charge of British Cavalry at Mons—

At Mons, a Belgian mining town some twenty-eight
miles south-west of Waterloo, the first great British battle
for the salvation of France took place on Sunday,
August 23rd, and the following day. For thirty-six hours
our cavalry, artillery, and infantry out-fought a German
force of much superior strength. Some of our soldiers had

not taken their boots off since they landed in France ; yet,
after marching rapidly to Mons, they threw up trenches,
and fought night and day without a rest. But tired
though they were when ~ they started, they shot so well
that their dead foes were piled up in heaps before them. A
wounded German officer, taken prisoner, remarked that our

X51
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The Uhlans get the Surprise of their Lives

rifle fire was " staggering" ; nothing like it had been
imagined. And the British cavalry ! Men who afterwards
arrived from the front said that our cavalrymen rode like
madmen against the German horsemen. They had heard
much about the Uhlans—the men who had made their
name ring horribly through the whole world by atrocious

tortures and murders of the non-combatant peasantry of
Belgium. When the opportunity came to meet them, the
eagerness of our cavalrymen astonished their own officers.
The Uhlans had the surprise of their lives. Riding with
tremendous dash, our men met and cut down the torturers
of little children, and swept them from the field.

The liar Illustrated,

5th September, 1914.
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British Marines to the Rescue of Ostend
AFTER the raid made by the Uhlans on Ostend, ending
in a fight between the German cavalrymen and the
Belgian gendarmes five miles south-east of the seaport,
the people of Ostend became very anxious about their
position.
Englishmen also, remembering the short distance between
Ostend and our coast and the range of the Zeppelins,
did not like the situation.

But, to everybody's relief, Mr. Winston Churchill
announced on Thursday, August 27th : " For reasons which
seem sufficient to the Government and to the military
authorities, a strong force of British ➢Marines has been
sent to Ostend, and has occupied the town and the surrounding country without delay."
The people of the famous Belgian seaport greeted the arrival
of the vigorous sailor-soldiers of Britain with enthusiasm.

Ostend joyfully welcomes the marching column of Britain's
sailor-soldiers.

Belgium's new defenders crossing the bridge at Ostend. Inset: The heavy load our Marines have to shoulder.
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Sad Friends and Sullen Foes within Our Gates

Austrian prisoners of war leaving Truro workhouse for Dorchester, guarded
by the London Royal Fusiliers.
Inset: Belgian refugees with their
belongings in Arundel Street. Strand.

Like these homeless Belgians in London, multitudes of distressed women, children, and fathers of families ars escaping from
theta* ruined towns and villages, and fleeing for protection to our country. Many of them have lost everything, and have only
been able to save their lives with difficulty.

The War Illustrated, 5th September, 1914.
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Our Navy Strikes !—Victory in a Mine-strewn Sea

H.M.S. Amethyst, flotilla cruiser, which was engaged in the victorious attack on the Qerman destroyers.

AT dawn on Friday, August
2 8th, the German warships
behind the fortress of Heligoland had at last just the kind
of weather they wanted for a
raid on the outpost vessels of
our grand Fleet. The sea was
steaming with haze, veiling all
operations.
But our Fleet was also

The destroyer Laertes, the only other British vessel injured.

waiting for the first fog on the North Sea, in order to teach
the Germans how the descendants of Nelson could still fight,
under new conditions, in the old daring way.
Two of our Battle Cruiser Squadrons steamed into the
fortified area of the German North Sea bases, between
Heligoland and the Kiel Canal. In advance moved a force
of destroyers, scouting for the Germans, and some submarines followed. By seamanship of a supreme quality
our large warships escaped from floating mines and submarines, and intercepted the German cruisers and destroyers
guarding the approaches to the German coast.
FiYe of the enemy's vessels were sunk—two destroyers and
three cruisers—and many others were damaged. The white
feather of the Goeben is still the symbol of the German battleships. They would not come out to help their smaller craft!

The Mainz—one of the five German warships sunk. Inset: Sir David Beatty, commanding our First Battle Squadron.
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Forts and Citadels Now in the Thick of War
FROM the days of the Romans the lovely valley of

the Meuse, with its cliffs crowned by ancient castles, has
been the war-path of Northern Europe. Namur was
stormed by King Louis XIV. in person, and retaken by
King William II. of England. Like its neighbouring river
towns, Huy and Dinant, it commands the main road
between Germany and France.
It has a circle of modern forts, four and a half miles

from the town, through which the German host has hacked
its way. At Dinant the first clash in the north between the
French and Germans occurred. The Germans took Dinant,
driving out the French. The broken French battalions
started to sing the " Marseillaise," and, re-forming, swept the
enemy out of the town. But, in spite of this victory, the
French were unable to reach and support Namur. So, at
the critical moment, our troops further west had to retire.

Nuy, between Liege and Namur, with citadel and bridge, where the Germans crossed.

Fortressed Namur, whose unexpected fate compelled our brave troops to withdraw from Mons. Inset: Picturesque Dinant and its fort

The T1 ar Illustrated, 5th September, 1914.
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Albert the Brave, Defender of Civilisation
invasion of France through Belgium. Then it was that
King Albert revealed what high, stern strength of
character lay below his quiet manner. In one of the most
Belgium, son of a Hohenzollern princess and the Count of
sublime resolutions in history he
Flanders. In the lifetime of his
placed himself at the head of his
uncle, King Leopold, he was
people, and flung a little advance
regarded as a weakling, even by
army of 40,000 men in the path
Belgian politicians. Only the
of the gigantic German host.
young Belgians about his own
In so doing he saved the
age—he was born in 1875—
main fabric of Christian civilisatook a kindly interest in his
tion—the faith and the force
marriage with a Bavarian princess
of the solemn treaties, on which
in 1900, and in his voyage to the
all international relations depend.
Congo in the spring of 1909.
He fought for something greater
It was generally thought, when
than even his own dear country.
King Albert came to the throne
Indeed, he practically placed himin the winter of 1909, that
self and his people as a sacrifice
Belgium had got just an amiable
on the altar of civilisation.
figurehead that could be easily
For twice since the historic
steered along the path marked
battle of Liege he could have without by her great financiers and
drawn his nation from the devascaptains of commerce.
tating conflict by accepting the
. So King Albert's first act was
new and larger offers made by the
something like a revolution in
baffled, surprised, and now admirBelgium.
ing German Kaiser.
Everybody who had been in
Again, when Brussels was about
King Leopold's service was disto fall, he could fairly have called
missed, with, of course, proper
upon his Allies to protect his
rewards. Then representative
beautiful, defenceless capital in
men were drawn from each class
return for the invaluable services
and party and attached to the
he had rendered to France. But
Royal household, to keep the
rather than impede the working
new ruler informed of the currents
out of the far-reaching strategical
of public opinion and the needs
plans of General Joffre, he let the
and desires of the people.
enemy enter Brussels.
Then, having found the demoKing Albert, a tall, fair,
cratic base in government he
scholarly figure, wearing pincewanted, King Albert raised the
nez and clad in a dusty, plain
fame of Belgium throughout the
The heroic King of the Belgians.
blue uniform, moves among his
world by the way he tackled
men as a comrade, not as a commander. Matters of
the abuses which had occurred in the management of
strategy he leaves to the military staffs of the allied armies,
the great, rich Belgian territories in Central Africa.
but he is the great leader—it was he who inspired the free
Yet he was still reckoned more of a scholar than a
nations with the noble spirit with which they fight. Never
leader of men. The Kaiser took it for granted so mild a
king of so small a nation could be bribed to allow an since Marathon was fought has Europe known such a man.

never was an heir-apparent so modest and
THERE
retiring as Prince Albert Leopold Clement of

Belgian Hussars—the cavalry of the greatest of little nations returning v:ctorious to camp, before the withdrawal to Antwerp.
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Grim and Gay—Among Our Belgian Allies

Belgium, which abounds in beautiful age-old churches, had to turn her sacred buildings into temporary shelters for her soldiers.
The nave in this village church was filled with straw for the soldiers to rest on.

Officers of the crack Belgian regiment, the Guards, joking at two of their comrades as they scribble brief letters to their
anxious wives left behind in Antwerp.
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The Last Stand of the Defenders of Liege

The entrenched troops between the Liege forts, dur'ng a brief lull in the continual battle.

Belgian cavalrymen holding a blown-up bridge against the returning
Teutons.

OF all authentic records of the actualities of
modern war the photographs on this page are
among . the most remarkable. They were taken
at great risk in the historic trenches round the forts
of Liege, in the brief lulls between the thundering
charges of German cavalry and the fierce rushes of
infantrymen in close formation.
There is nothing more heroic in the annals of
mankind than the last stand made by the garrison
of the Liege forts against the terrible i6 in.
Krupp siege-guns, which shattered into shapeless
ruin the steel cupolas and masses of concrete.
The commandant of Fort Chaudfontaine at Liege,
Major Nameche, died the death of a hero. His
fort dominated the railway from Aix-la-Chapelle to
Liege, which passes through a tunnel at Chaudfontaine. The German artillery fire reduced the,
fort to a heap of ruins.
Major Nameche made it his last task to block the
tunnel by sending several engines to collide in it. Then,
in order that the German flag should not fly even over
the ruins of his fort, he set fire to his ammunition
magazine and blew up the shattered works.

In a Liege trench. Waiting for the next wild vain charge of the finest soldiers of Germany.
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Prancing Prussians Performing the Goose-Step

Just as ridiculously barbaric as the "cake walk"
of the negroes, is the prancing movement with
which the German army paraded in triumph
through the undefended city of Brussels.

HORRIBLE STORIES OF GERMAN FIENDISHNESS
" LET all who fall into your hands be at your mercy.
Gain a reputation like the Huns under Attila,"
the present Kaiser said to his soldiers some years ago.
They are carrying out his devilish orders in practically
every Belgian and French village and town where there
are no representatives of neutral Powers as dS,-e-witnesses.
British war correspondents in Belgium have seen little
murdered children with roasted feet. The tiny mites
were hung over a fire before they were slain. This
was done by German troops — men with children of
their own at home, or with little brothers and sisters of
the same age as the innocents they torture before killing.
The same British correspondent, entering a village that
-the Belgians had recaptured, saw in one of the houses a
Belgian scout—entitled to be treated when captured as •
a prisoner of war—transfixed to the door by a bayonet
through his stomach, with his bare legs dangling over
a fire.
At Tirlemont, another Englishman — the Special
Correspondent to " The Times "—met a peasant woman
who told him that her babes had been trampled to death
under the hoofs of the horses of the Uhlans.
As the
Englishman was considering that he only had the woman's
word for this atrocity, he saw a little girl come staggering
along the road, as if she were blind. He found that her
eye and cheek were laid open. This had been done, not
by a chance bullet, but by a deliberate thrust of an -Chian's
whb charged upon the innocent child in sheer,
devilish sport.
The things done to Belgian girls and women, before
their tortured, lifeless bodies with battered faces were

thrown into a ditch, are so unspeakably dreadful that
details cannot be printed. And these infernal acts are
not merely the insane excesses of a few men in each German
regiment who got out of hand in a passion for slaughter.
The atrocities are too numerous and too skilfully planned
all along the lines of communication of the German armies
to admit of such an explanation. And neither is it true
that all the attacks on the non-combatants were reprisals
made by the Germans after they had been fired on by
peasants and townsmen not taking part in the battles.
For the Belgian Government has formed a Committee
of Inquiry, presided over by the Minister of Justice and
the highest judicial and university authorities of the
country. The evidence for each atrocity published in
the official report has been established by careful investigation and the examination of eye-witnesses. And
these are some of the verified statements contained in
the report which is being circulated throughout the
civilised world.
" An old man of the village of Neerhenpen had his arm
sliced in three longitudinal cuts. He was then hung head
downwards and burnt_ alive.
" At Orsmael, youno, girls have been ravished and little
children outraged, andb the inhabitants suffered mutilations
too horrible to describe."
Then at Aerschot, the official report goes on to state
at length, when the Belgian and German forces were
fighting at close range, the Germans drove 'four Belgian
women, with babies in their arms and two little girls
clinging -to their skirts, between' the German machineguns and the Belgian at my.
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What German "Civilisation" is Worth

A street in the Belgian frontier town of Vise after the Germans came. Every house is burnt out, not an inhabitant is visible, and
the Teutonic savages are still guarding the ruined ecene of their atrocities.

German troops searching the fired town of Vise for loot, and persuaded by our war photographer (a neutral) to come and stand
before the camera by a gift of cigarettes.
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Germany's Empty Triumph in Brussels
THESE vivid, historic photographs of incidents in the
march of the Teutonic hosts through the defenceless
capital of Belgium have the added interest of being taken
at great personal peril. Had our war photographer been
observed at his work by any of the German soldiers or
spies he would probably have been hauled before the
nearest officer, and then shot.
Thanks to the presence in Brussels of the representatives
of the United States and other neutral Powers, the capital
has escaped from the pillage and slaughter that marked the

German advances through the villages and towns of Eastern
Belgium. But it is clear that the Germans have only been
restrained through the fear of exciting public opinion in
America.
For they have gone back to the barbarous, medimvai
practice of holding to ransom the city they did not sack.,1
A levy of ,8,000,000 has been made on the people of
Brussels, and another huge sum has been exacted from
Liege. The Germans do not even wait till they have won,
the great war before demanding indemnities.

Teutonic conquerors swaggering in a cart down the Boulevard Botanique in the Belgian capital.

German infantry crossing the Place Charles Rogior, watched by the silent Belgian crowd, and photographed at considerable risk.
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HOW THE WAR
The Battles in the West

nN

Saturday, August 22nd, the Germans reached the
Belgian iron-mining town of Charleroi on the Sambre
right against the battle front of the Franco-British forces.
These stretched from the hill town of Mons, east of Charleroi,
to the frontier of the Duchy of Luxemburg. On Sunday,
August 23rd, General Joffre attempted to smash up the
entire German forces by a series of concerted attacks at
five points along their far-extended line.
To the British troops under Sir John French was assigned
the vital, arduous task of preventing a much superior
German force from driving in the left French flank. If
our soldiers failed to hold the enemy the French line would
be crumpled up. They did not fail.

*

*

THE British troops fought on high ground, and the
'Germans gathered for attack in a wood to the northwest of Mons, where their preparatory movements were
concealed by the trees. The distance between the armies
was about three miles, and there was a canal between them.
The British gunners reserved their fire till the enemy,
thinking our defence was weakening, swarmed out of the
woods and advanced to the canal.
Then our artillery opened fire, and our soldiers in the
trenches, aiming coolly and quickly, brought the Germans
down in thousands. The Germans had many more guns
than our force, but our deadly infantry fire helped to make
a, balance, as the German rifleman were not good shots.
THE struggle lasted for thirty-six hours. Several times
the German masses reached the canal, and then
threw pontoons over the water. These, hoWever, were
destroyed by the British artillery. Six attacks on the
British position were made by six fresh bodies of German
troops, and close and desperate fighting took place in a
village to the west of the town. Whole columns of German
infantry fell, and their piled up bodies blocked the streets.
*
*
THE enemy was continually reinforced.
Our troops
fought on against the fresh forces hurled against
them, and would have held the field victorious, if
events elsewhere had not weakened the Allied front.
But the French army on the right had not been able to
make good its offensive movements against the German
lines. So on Monday our troops had to retire from Belgium
into France in order to keep in touch with their withdrawing comrades in arms.
General Joffre had divided his host into five armies.
One army, on the right flank in Lorraine, acted around
Nancy on the defensive. The other four French armies
advanced at various points in a series of attacks upon the
German front. None of these attacks was successful in
piercing the German
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THE STORY OF THE
• GREAT CONFLICT
•
TOLD WEEK BY WEEK

Thus on the afternoon of Monday, August 24th, after
three days of continuous fighting, the French withdrew
from Charleroi and the British troops at Mons moved in
line with them, to prevent being isolated and enveloped
by the enemy. It was during this difficult and harassing
business of withdrawing with our Allies that most of our
losses of 2,000 men appear to have occurred.

*

*

*

HEN, according to General Joffre, the British Army
" by throwing the whole strength against forces,
which had a great numerical superiority, contributed in
the most effective manner to securing the left flank of
the French Army. It exhibited," continued the French
Commander-in-Chief, " a devotion, energy, and perseverance
to which I must pay my,tribute. The French Army will
never forget the service rendered to it."

T

*
IT appears that, during the retirement from Mons to
Lille and Maubeuge, and farther south between
Cambrai and Le Cateau, the small, wearied, overworked
British Expeditionary Force practically saved the vast
French host from a grave disaster. By rapid marches
our men reached the position of danger and the centre
of the Allied battle line at Cambrai. They were put in
this tragic post of supreme honour in recognition of the
prowess shown at Mons.
On Wednesday, August 26th, five German army corps,
with a vast mass of cavalry—outnumbering our men
by nearly three to one—were hurled against our central
position at Cambrai. Our front was slightly turned, our
men being pushed by sheer weight of numbers a short
distance to the rear. But they saved the flanking of the
French Army, inflicted great loss on the enemy, and,
though their own casualties were heavy, their behaviour
was admirable.
*,

THE new front, at dawn on Friday, August 28th, still
stretched for 25o miles across France, barring the
roads to Paris, and holding an attacking position by the
Vosges Mountains.
The Russian Advanc.,

1N spite, therefore, of the failure of the first French
offensive movement, the intact main lines of the
Allied Armies in France still offered battle to the
advancing German host. And in Germany the position
of the enemy was rapidly growing worse. For the Russians
were driving on towards Berlin with unexpected speed and
strength.
The first Russian Army, under General Rennenkampf,
invaded Eastern Prussia, and on August 22nd, after a two
days' engagement, defeated 16o,000 Germans at the town
*
*
*
HE principal French action took place in and around of Gumbinnen, and captured a large number of guns.
Charleroi, not far eastward from the British position. The beaten German troops retired by forced marches to
Five times the city was taken and lost by the French, the fortress town of KOnigsberg, on the Baltic Sea. They
and at last the Germans fired the houses to make the place abandoned, without firing a shot, their fortified position on
the River Angerapp, and all roads beyond the river were
difficult to hold.
The Arab regiments from Northern Africa, known as strewn with cartridges, shells and knapsacks, thrown away
Turcos, and the black troops from Senegal seemed to by the panic-stricken foe.
have formed the larger part of the French army at Charleroi.
*
*
The vehemence and fury of the Turcos' charges were
BY
forced
marches
the
Russians,
on August 27th, had
astonishing. The Prussian Imperial Guard—the flower
driven a wedge between the German forces which
of Teutonic valour—had to be brought up to meet them.
were still being kept on the run towards Berlin. The
advance guard of the garrison of Konigsberg was driven
*
UT for some reason, still unknown. the French in, and the great fortress was being invested.
Commanderin-Chief was finally obliged to give over
At the same time, another vast Russian host-four
this magnificent offensive movement. Either the fall hundred miles away from East Prussia—was proceeding
of Namur—held by insufficient Belgian troops, whom with equal success against Austria, and invading Galicia—
the French had been unable fully to reinforce—or the a region of oilfield, constituting the only source of oil supply
failure 'of the attack in the south through the Ardennes still open to the Teutonic peoples. Austria was, moreover,
against the German lines of communications, made the weakened by risings in Bohemia, Bosnia, and other alien
French attack unavailing at the supreme point and critical dominions, and still reeling from a terrible blow, delivered
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" AU REVOIR-TILL WE BEAT BACK THE GERMANS ! "
A representative group of the sons of Franca passing through one of their towns into the battle-line. Each man carries a spare
pair of boots to make sure of his marching ability.
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THE GREAT EPISODES OF THE WAR
I.—The Three Days' Battle of Mons
THE WAR ILLUSTRATED, while being a living record
of the events of the week preceding its publication, is carefully
designed by its Editor to serve, when bound in volume form, as
a permanent pictorial history of the great European conflict.
It has, therefore, been decided to publish, week by week, a full
historical description of one of the great outstanding events in the
progress of the war.
The writing of these chapters has been entrusted to an author
of the highest literary standing, and will be finished accounts based
upon official information, and on the most trustworthy evidence
of officers and inen engaged in the actions described.
As far as possible historical sequence will be adhered to in their

N Saturday, August 22nd, amid the wooded slopes
and watered valleys of the little Belgian mining city
of Mons, -the British army began its campaign for
the defence of the peaceful, progressive civilisation of
Europe. Three miles south of the long line of British
entrenchments was the battlefield of Malplaquet, where,
two hundred and five years since, the Duke of Marlborough
won his last great victory in the struggle against Louis XIV.
for the balance of power on the Continent, - at a cost of
20,000 men. Sir John French was to win a more important
battle against a far more powerful foe at a tenth of that cost.
Our men began to arrive early on Saturday morning, and
the Belgian colliery folk living - by the mines round Mons
were filled with the wildest, maddest joy. At last the
mysterious British army, about whose landing on the
Continent rumours had been spreading for a week, had
come to the help of the brave, overwhelmed Belgian nation.
Scarcely anything was needed by our troops from their
own stores of food. The people pressed all they had upon
them, and gladly dug the trenches running, south to the
French frontier, on the western flank where the main
German attack was expected. Many women helped in
the work, and it was not done too quickly, for, about four
o'clock on Saturday afternoon, eight German aeroplanes
came scouting over the British position. Our flying men
soared, and tried to engage them in a skirmish in the sky,
while the townspeople of Mons and the miners and mechanics
of the outlying villages were, for safety, hurried away with
their families to the French town of Valenciennes.

O

After a
Thirty-Mile March

In the evening the guns spoke. The British artillery was
well set on the hills surrounding Mons, commanding the
canal of the town, over which the Germans had to pass.
The German artillery opened fire at a considerable distance,
but came nearer as night fell and veiled the operations.
In the meantime, additional bodies of British troops
marched into the town after a long tramp. Some of them were
tired after doing thirty miles in the day, with a heavy load
on their backs ; but they gallantly flung themselves into
the fighting-line, and began to dig entrenchments, lying on
their stomachs. Up to Monday morning, British brigades
arrived at Mons, rushing at once to battle, and digging
themselves in with cool, steady speed.
For when Sunday morning dawned, it was clear that
Sir John French would need every available man within
marching distance. An enormous force of Germans was
collecting in the shelter of woods on the north and west of
the town for a sledge-hammer stroke on the left flank of the
allied armies. The Kaiser had publicly vowed he would
at once annihilate or capture any British army acting
against him on the Continent, if it cost him a million men
to do so. He was now preparing to carry out his threat.
Facing
Frightful Odds

The destruction of the British force would not only gratify
his fierce desire for vengeance on our country, but turn the
entire French battle-line, and ensure the swift, irretrievable
overthrow of the military power of France.
Our comparatively small army, intended only to support
a driving French attack against the Germans which failed,
suddenly became the living shield of the whole of France.
From the beginning of the fight our men were outnumbered

publication, and they will be written only when adequate information
is at the disposal of the author.
These brilliant contributions, read in conjunction with the weekly
review of events, will form a magnificent popular history of the war.
In this way it will be seen that the claim of the publishers to
provide in THE WAR ILLUSTRATED a publication at
once alive with journalistic interest and of permanent literary
and artistic value, will be fully justified.
Our readers are again warned that, owing to the amazing
Popularity of THE WAR ILLUSTRATED, the publishers
are entirely out of copies of the first three numbers, and they cannot
be reprinted.

by three to one, our guns were far less numerous than the
enemy's, and so were our Maxims. In all material things
the odds were heavily against us, and they grew still heavier
as the 'battle went on, and the Germans brought up more
troops to encompass and annihilate our force.
When the main attack opened on Sunday morning, the
scene was like a Sabbath landscape in the Cotswolds. One
British gunner, who had come from that part of England,
said -that the quiet, sunny beauty of the hilly country
made him think of his father and sister going at that hour
down the green, peaceful lanes to church. Suddenly a
German aeroplane swept over the British entrenchments.
A Human
Tidal Wave

The flying foe took the range with his instrument and
apparently sent a message to his batteries. Anyhow,
some German gunners got the range of our infantry positions with surprising quickness. The Sabbath calm was
shattered by the thunder of guns and the shriek and
explosion of shell and shrapnel. Massed in overwhelming
power, in Napoleonic fashion, the German artillery firo
swept our trenches.
Then, when the German commander reckoned that our
men had been put out of action, bluish-grey masses came out
of a distant wood and tore—a human tidal wave—towards
the canal that moated the British position. The pick of German infantry, regiments famed for victories over Dane,
Austrian, and Frenchriaan, were hastenino- alert, gay, and
confident, to their first historic fight with bBritish soldiers.
Every man of them knew by heart the words written by
their great Moltke : " Now that all Continental troops are
armed with long-range rifles, the traditional supremacy of
the British infantryman is over. They will have no opportunity to display their ability in hand-to-hand fighting."
"The Day"
Had Arrived

So the Prussians came on, exultant and furious, to annul
completely the ancient traditions of the last great nation in
Western Europe with a military fame equal, at least, to
theirs. " The Day " had arrived ! They would redress
on land the power we won at sea. One man, watching
them from the trenches, remarked that they seemed to
think that taking our position would be a picnic.
There was no finesse Or subtle skill about the German
attack. It was just a plain, straight blow, delivered with
terrific force, and the utmost swiftness. The blue-grey
troops came in a moving wall towards our trenches in close
formation, as soon as their guns cleared a path for them.
Our men thought them mad, but there was method in their
madness.
A creeping, Boer-like attack in open order, with the
scattered troops slowly advancing from cover to cover, is
disdained by the Germans. It is too slow, and it requires
too much initiative from the individual infantryman. The
German relies on his military machine, on his i 'woo() noncommissioned officers, who keep the private soldiers in such
firm control that a column will fall rather than break.
In tens of thousands were they sacrificed when our
men opened fire. With a sureness and steadiness of aim
unknown in Continental warfare, the British soldier taught
the German the tragic lesson he had learned from the Boer.
Our artillery, admirably handled, raked the advancing
enemy, but he was in such numbers that our shells and
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Shrapnel could not stop him. The gaps in the distant
columns closed as soon, almost, as they were made.
The columns swept onward—a river of dim grey, almost
Invisible on the green; sunny landscape, and spreadine-, in
flood against the British trenches.. By sheer numbers they
defeated our artillery fire. They could not be killed
quickly enough to hinder the advance. It was like the
onset of the locked, disciplined, unshaken horde of a Zulu
impi, that used to win by devoting more of its men to death
than the defending army had time to slay before the position
was stormed.
But, as the Boers long since proved, the brute force of
a Zulu impi attack can be repulsed simply by the quality of
the rifle fire of the defenders. • This is what happened round
the canal of Mons. When the German columns came
within the range of our infantry, they met so steady, welldirected a storm of bullets that, for the first time in a
hundred years, the wonderful Prussian war machine was
broken up. The stricken troops halted, looked about in a
dazed way, and ran like hares.
Our men were as cool and easy as if they were shooting
at Bisley, though their rifles at -times grew extremely hot

12th September, 1914.

trenches, lighting the mark for the whistling shells. German
shrapnel, it appears, did not do much damage—though it
was more harniful than German rifle fire. The shrapnel
with the rain of bullets, exploded in an ineffectual way.
But the shrieking German shells—fired six at a time, so
that one burst over the trench, if five wasted their missiles
of death oa empty ground—were sometimes calculated
to disturb the British soldier.
But he was not disturbed. For thirty-six hours he held
his ground. Six times the German commander hurried
up vast masses of fresh troops, concentrated the overpowering fire of his _ artillery to cover their advance, and
then hurled them on the British position. The invincible
Iron Regiment was brought up—the irresistible Prussian
Guard. One and all staggered back, shattered, stunned.
The price our army paid by the waters of the Tugela and
the Modder was recovered a hundredfold by the canal of Mons.
Often our cavalry would finish what our infantry began
—the foot soldiers sending a volley into the hesitating
enemy, and opening for the hussars. With a curdling yell
the broken Germans fled. And none of the German
horsemen stood against our cavalry.

Sunday, August 23rd, 1914—Dawn in the trenches.

With incessant firing. " Pick your man ! " cried our
officers. They picked him—in hundreds—in thousands.
" We never expected anything like your rifle fire," said a
wounded German captain afterwards. " It was staggering."
A French officer, also marvelled at the extraordinary
effect of the fire from our trenches, under which the grey
masses beyond melted and scattered, leaving large, faint
stains on the grass. In an interval between the onslaughts,
he came down to look at our men. In the trench in which
he settled himself to study the psychology of British soldiers
fn their deadliest hour in history, a furious discussion was
going on. It was all about the merits or demerits of
Gunboat Smith, the American prize-fighter who withdrew
from his match with the young Englishman, Ahearn !
When the German advance was resumed, the quarrel
about the departure of the Yankee heavy-weight dropped.
The men turned coolly to the business on hand, and shot
the Germans down like rabbits. At times they felt sorry
for their enemies. It seemed to them they were not giving
the foe, fair play. For his rifle fire, aimed from the hip,
was ridiculously bad. " Kaiser Bill's men," was the general
saying, " couldn't hit a haystack at fifty yards."
The only thing from which our men as a whole seem
seriously to have suffered .was the shell fire from the Krupp
guns. At night the enemy's searchlights flashed on our

Our gunners fought just as well as our infantry and
cavalrymen. One by one the batteries stopped defending
the position. The Garman leader, feeling sure at last of
his ground, ordered an immense advance of fresh troops
against the British trenches.
Out of the woods the Germans swung to victory. When
they were well within range, the silent British guns
encouraged them to come farther. More troops, therefore,
were launched to make good the probable losses from the
terrible British infantry fire. When the trap was full, the
British guns spoke amid the crackle of the rifles and the
racket of the hot, steaming Maxims. So again the moving
grey mass disappeared.
Apparently there were not many bayonet charges at
Mons. The Germans were usually unable to get near
enough to our trenches. But the South Lancashires are
said to have got home with terrible effect With the " white
arm," against which no German—though brave to the
point of death in some ways—cares to stand. In the end
our troops not only held their ground, but took one of the
German positions. Mons was a greater Waterloo, but our
new allies on this occasion were unable to carry out the
great task of holding their line, so that our men had to
begin to retire on Monday from' the field of theiz.
victory.
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Among the First to Fall—Some of Our Dead Heroes

Major C. S. HOLLAND,
Royal Field Artillery.

Major C. A. L. YATE,
King's Own Yorkshire L.I.

Major P. B. STRAFFORD,
Duke of Wellington's Regt.

Captain A. R. KEPPEL,
King's Own Yorkshire L.I.

Captain C. H. BROWNING,
Royal Field Artillery.

Captain A. C. G. LUTHER,
King's Own Yorkshirs

Captain G. M. SH I PWAY,
Gloucester Regiment.

Lieut. B. C. WYNNE,
King's Own Yorkshire L.I.

Captain W. E. GATACRE,
King's Own Yorkshire L.I.

Captain R. A. JONES,
Royal Field Artillery.

Lieut. S. H. DENISON,
King's Own Yorkshire L.I.

Colonel R. C. BOND,
King's Own Yorkshire L.I.

Lieut. VISCOUNTHAWARDEN
Coldstream Guards.

2nd Lieut. A. F. RITCHIE,
King's Own Yorkshire L.I.

Lieut. and Adjt. J. A. BOWLES,
Royal Field Artillery.

Photos by Gale & Polden, laull & Fox, Lafayette, Speaight, Heath, Sport & General.

2nd Lieut. W. H. COWMAN,
Royal Field Artillery.
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New Names for the Golden Roll of Fame
9th Lancers seem to have repeated,
THEunder
almost identical conditions, the '
famous Charge of the Light Brigade at
Balaclava. Under a hail of lead they rode
at a battery of eleven German guns which,
1 posted inside a wood, were causing terrible
loss amongst our infantry. Nothing could
stop the infuriated horses and men. Theyreached the battery, cut down all the gun, ners, and put the guns out of action. The
Duke of Westminster and Captain Grenfell
took prominent parts in this heroic operation.
Crept. F. O. CRENFELL

DUKE OF WESTMINSTER

Captain F.O.Cironfell was hit in both legs and had two fingerashot off during the new Balaclava, yet he helpedtoeave two British guns, whoa,
teams had been wiped out. In extremest danger he was picked up by the Duke of Westminster who carried him into safety under heavy fire.

General Sir PHILIP CHETWODE, D.S.O., commanding the
5th British Cavalry Brigade, fought a brilliant action with
the German cavalry, in which the 12th Lancers and Royal Scots
Greys routed the enemy and speared large numbers in flight.

Lieut. PERCY WYNDHAM, who took part in the magnificent
Lancer charge. He is a son of the Countess of Grosvenor
and is welt known in London society. Last year he married
the youngest daughter of Lord Ribbiesdale.
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From Red Field of Battle to Red Cross

itish soldiers who will repay their wounds with interest.

Inside a base hospital. Surgeon applying an anaesthetic
prior to operating upon a soldier injured at Mons.

THE first casualty list from our Expeditidnary Force
was surprising. In the fiercest battle and rearguard
action in our annals, practically three of our divisions—
say 35,000 men—had only 163 men killed. ;The small
number of wounded-686—was- even more remarkable,
even if some of the men reported as missing were afterwards
included in it.
On the same spot—Mons—the Duke of Marlborough
lost 20,000 men in 1709, and obtained a far less decisive
result than Sir John French did when he saved the French
flank. Modern science seems to have really made war
less dreadful in reality and more terrifying in appearance.
The thunder of the great guns, the rending shriek of
the shrapnel, the whistle and burst of the shell, are certainly
frightful to hear. But the old battle with bayonets and
a few feeble guns was far more murderous.
In another direction, modern science has helped the
fighting man. The use of ether and chloroform in operations, in field and base hospitals, together with the glorious
discovery of Lord Lister—antiseptic surgery—helps hundreds of thousands of injured soldiers to recover under
conditions in which warriors of old died.

This hospital ship brought to Southampton nearly two hundred wounded British, most of whom had been disabled by shells.
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All in a day's work To the Front and back again

British infantry lined up for kit inspection at Havre
immediately before departing to the front.

A group of wounded British soldiers playing cards on their
voyage home from Havre.

One of the Middlesex and a Yorkshire Light Infantryman r..t a
military hospital.

Football enthusiasts who enlist may still have opportunities to play their favourite game. This picture shows a party of British
soldiers indulging in the pastime at Havre whilst a French sentry watches them with interest.
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Fighting the Invaders "Yard by Yard"

The German War Lords hurled such an irresistible mass of men against the Allies that the latter were obliged to abandon their
position on the French frontier and fight retiring actions. As they recede they throw up trenches.

Defenders in a trench naturally have a great advantage over any attacking force. The Allies laugh at Germany's rifle-fire, but
her artillery, assisted by aeroplanes which fly over our lines and signal where to drop shells, has proved very effective.

A

tearful toll is being extracted from Germany for its invasion. Even if the enemy were to reduce Paris, he will find that
its capture calls for an appallingly greater expenditure of life now than it did in 1870.

P,
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Angels of Mercy Prepare to Play Their Part
A

MODERN Army nurse
works as hard as a
mother bringing up a family
of ten children on ten shillings
a week. She is a woman of
many parts—a charwoman,
a cook, and a washerwoman—
and in all these capacities,
and especially as a cook, she
must work quieter and better
than an ordinary woman.
Very often her medical
duties and her skilled nursing
of wounded soldiers are the
lightest part of her labours.
The clean wound made by the
modern bullet and the
marvellous advances of
surgical science have lightened
the healing task of the
nurse.
On the other hand, the
vital necessity for absolute
cleanliness and freedom
from microbe infections
have transformed her into an

The matron and sisters of Queen Alexandra's Imperial Nursing Service leaving Dublin for
the seat of war.

Red Cross nurses teaching volunteer nurse5 the art of preparin3
food for soldiers unable to eat ordinary rations.

Named at Coo front do a big proportion of their co3kin3 at field
oveoo. Ooe is shown herewith.

incessant scrubber and washer. Everything around
the wounded soldier must be spotless and, if possible,
The danger of disease supervening
disinfected.
after an operation, which may embrace the amputation of a limb, is ever present unless the surroundings of a wounded man are perfectly clean.
Strong, intelligent girls who have gone through
a good cooking class could soon be shaped into very
helpful nurses on the battlefield. Our injured,
out-worn troops often require delicate feeding more
than the services of a trained hospital nurse.

British nurses passing through a French town on their way to the front.
They reached the scene of hostilities just in time.

Their fagged-out bodies cannot, for the time, digest
the ordinary rations. Yet if their strength is to be
quickly recovered, they lutist be at once fed on
fresh, well-cooked food. The modern nurse, therefore, must know how to erect and use a field oven,
and get a meal out of it fit to tempt the appetite
of her invalids.
Some ladies, with a knowledge of first-aid treatment, who volunteered for service as Red Cross
nurses, were surprised by the number of ordinary
household duties they had to study. They found
they were mainly required to be domestic servants
to the Army. When peace_ comes they will be better
able .to look after their own homes.
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The Lion Roared and German Cruisers Sank

This is our First Battle Cruiser Squadron, headed by the flagship Lion, which gave Germany a sharp lesson in naval warfare
in Heligoland Bight. Inset: Rear-Admiral Sir David Beatty, who commands the squadron.

Kaiser's Navy has long tried to
THEimpress
the world with its mighty
power. Yet, at the very commencement
of hostilities, it scuttled into harbour fastnesses and skulked in fear. After nearly
a month of anxious watching, our admirals
decided to force an encounter. Their
idea was to .scoop the German light craft
into the open sea by means of a strong force
of destroyers headed by the Arethusa, A
glorious success attended the plan. The
gallant Arethusa and its supports did their
share well. The Arethusa hammered at
every enemy in sight, and, in a maimed
condition, was in danger of being sent to
the bottom by two powerful German
cruisers, when our Battle Cruiser Squadron
took their part in the affray. Our devastating 13.5 in. guns were turned upon
the enemy, and their cruisers suffered the
fate they had intended for the Arethusa.

Captain W. R. Hall, of the Queen
Mary, whose guns h3lped to send
the Germans to "Davy Jones's
locker."

Altogether the Kaiser's Fleet was
diminished by three cruiser, two destroyers and 1,200 offiers and men, whilst
our loss was slight, sixty-nine men
killed and wounded, and no vessels
permanently put out of action.
It is officially stated that German officers
actually fired at their own seamen struggling
in the water, and our destroyer Defender
was picking up wounded enemies when a
German cruiser drove her off. A submarine came to the surface and rescued
the boat's crew of British sailors.
The whole affray took place within
range of Heligoland forts, which were
rendered useless by the thick mist that
shrouded operations.
Our success was due in the first instance,
however, to our submarines, who have
shown extraordinary daring and enterprise
in penetrating the enemy's waters.

Our submarines made the victory possible, and E4 rescued the British heroes who were attacked when saving wounded enemies.
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Short Shrift for Cruisers "Made in Germany"

H.M.S. New Zealand (a gift from Naw Zealand) took part in the Heligoland battle. Inset: Captain Lionel Halsey, its commander.

cruiser and destroyer
THEskirmish
in the Bight of
Heligoland has an importance
far beyond its immediate
results. Small though it was
in scale, it will very likely
rank as one of the great
decisive naval conflicts. For
it overthrew completely the
conception of modern sea
warfare on which the second
most powerful navy in the
world has been based and
built.
It has clearly shown that
this hostile Navy—financed at
very considerable sacrifice to
Germany's land war power—
is useless for the purpose it
was designed, at heavy expense, to fulfil.

Lieut. Westmacott, who was
killed in battle on the plucky
Arethuaa.

Commander Barttelot who
died a hero's death on the
Liberty.

Germany has no sailors.
Such is the message thundered
by our guns off Heligoland.
Her men are only soldiers in
ships—and conscript soldiers
for the most part. They
lack entirely the initiative,
the keen originality of the
born seaman, trained in the
new machinery of naval warfare.
They fight like an army
on the defensive, and relying
on the support of fortresses.
This method may pay at
times 'In land warfare, but
it is absolutely fatal in a
struggle for sea power. The
way in which the German
sailors deserted their guns,
shows what men they are.

Two hulking cruisers like this (KoIn class) are battered wrecks under the rolling water of the North Sea. They were "made in
Germany," and when our battle cruisers opened fire upon them they were hopelessly outclassed.
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French Woman's Fearlessness in Face of Fire

When this war is a matter for history-books,a prominent place
in the gallery of brave women will be indubitably found for
the telephone operator of Etain. Although this little French
town was being bombarded by the Germans, the plucky girl
remained at her post, calling up the postmaster at the

neighbouring fortress-town of Verdun every fifteen minutes to
report how the attack progressed. At last a message came,
" A shell hasjust fallen in the office," andcommunication between
Etain and Verdun abruptly ceased. No Prussian militarism
can subdue a country that breeds such high courage as this.
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Belgian Miners Form Living Shield for Germans

"Woe to the conquered!" was the Kaiser's grim message, their grimy labour, and made them march at the head of the
and apparently his Army has supplemented it with "Woe to the column, which was endeavouring to enter the town. Had Belgian
innocent!" Humble peasants—men and women—are forced by soldiers fired upon the column they would then have-shot their
own friends. This may be Teutonic cunning, but who can
bayonet point, or fear of pillaged home, to assist the invaders,
imagine the Allies adopting such barbarous methods?
Near Charleroi the Germans captured ten miners returning from

The War Illustrated, 12th September, 1914.
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Our Far-famed- Handymen Busy at Ostend

Belgium's popular watering place was almost panic-stricken
until our marines arrived. They are here seen drawing a waggon.

INCE our marines landed in Ostend the townspeople have
recovered confidence in themselves and their country. Our
marines have guns and Maxims, and as gunlayers some of
them excel our sailors—though you must not mention this to
the seamen. They have heard of the deeds done by Germans
to Belgian children and women, and are burning with that
cold rage for battle which consumed our soldiers in the
Indian Mutiny when they saw what our women had suffered.

Cooking food in Ostend Railway Station. Inset: Marching through the town with the Union Jack flying.

E7
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The Shroud of War on tie Gay Resort

Bank clerks on the quay removing securities from the banks at Ostend to the Channel boat for conveyance to England lest the
Germans seized the town. Germans have stolen too much of little Belgium's money already.

Eelgian soldiers leaving a Channel steamer at a Belgian port. Cut off from their regiments, they were forced to journey across
France and then by sea to Belgium to rejoin. All were locking forward to another contest with the hated Prussians.
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Undaunted Malines Fighting for its Life

Bclgian soldiers firing from behind a carefully constructed barricade of stone• and sand-bags in a factory yard at Malines.
Inset: Two of the redoubtable Uhlans captured, and being marched, handcuffed together, through the tow.a.

Belgian soldiers destroying all bridges whose existence would facilitate the passage of German troops. This photograph shows a
bridge blown up by dynamite to prevent the invaders crossing the Willebroeck Canal, near Malines

The -War Illustrated, 12th September, 1914.
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How Soulless Germany Robbed Civilisation
IF Berlin were burnt to the ground to-morrow architects
a and builders could easily replace it. The world
would not be poorer. But no human effort can give us
back the- history-shrouded ornaments of the Louvain
that was.
The German commander asserted that the inhabitants

of Louvain had fired upon his troops—really the Germans
had fired upon each other by a clumsy mistake—and
he - ordered the town's destruction.
Soldiers with bombs and torches carried out his fell
command, a crime that Civilisation can never forgive
nor History forget.

German shells battered the clock tower of Malines, a building incomparably
more beautiful than any of Berlin's braggart structures,.

The Hotel de Ville, Louvain, dates back to
1448. Reports say it was spared.

The Cathedral of St. Pierre, Louvain, was a stately monument of world—interest a month ago. Germans allege that Belgians
fired upon them from its windows, and to-day it is a heap of fire-blackened bricks and masonry.
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Modern Huns Make War on Non-Combatants

Germans returning to camp after looting a Belgian farm.

Snapshot of German troops clearing the cafe at Mouland of everything removable. Inset: Haelen church, showing shell holes.

The War Illustrated, 12th September, 1914.
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German Bombs on Peaceful Homes
to the new Attila,
ACCORDING
Count - Zeppelin ranks • in
genius above every other man in
Germany. He promised to win
for the Teutons the command of
the air. .But his big gas-bags
have neither damaged our war73l-tips nor wrought red ruin
allied armies.
The fact is that, as
ctrument of offensive war, the
Zeppelin bomb-dropper is less
useful than kri armoured motorcar with a 4 in. gun. The
bombs lack the driving force of
shells. Then, in scouting, the
sloW, c irigible balloon cannot
compete with the flying machine
that gdes at a speed of a hundred
miles an hour.
The Zeppelin has been reduced
to the murderous bugbear ci
innocent non-combatants in cities
like Antwerp. The attempt made
on August 25th to slay the Queen
of Belgium and her children, by
letting a bomb fall on the King's
Palace, was an appalling crime
against civilisation.
In international law, notice of
the bombardment of a city should
be given, to enable non-combatants
to find some shelter. But
'Teutonic barbarism knows no
law, being made up of brute
force, low cunning, and a frenzied
courage born of the torturing
fear of ultimate punishment. So
the bomb-dropping has gone on
in Antwerp and Paris.

Will somebody be presented with the Order of the Iron Cross for this outrage? House wrecked by a bomb in Antwerp.

The wall of a house about ten yards from where the bomb explothd.
Fragments passed through the wall.

A pi3:e of stout sheet-iron riddled by missiles from
the Zeppelin bomb.

The War Illustrated,
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New-formed Friendships that will not Fade

Two Belgian soldiers, one a native of the Congo, chat with a
Jack Tar on the quay at Ostend.

Highlanders in France being regaled with coffee—and something
equally welcome (note the bottles)—by a French lady.

troops of Britain, France,
THEand
Belgium will come
out of the Great War with a
remarkable knowledge of each
others' ways and speech. Our
men will be authorities on
the French language, while
the French and the Belgians
will eclipse the Germans as
versatile linguists !
There is no bond like a
friendship soldered in peril
on the battlefield. When the
great peace comes and things
settle down on the enlarged
and strengthened bases of
civilisation, the war will leave
a deep, lasting - impression on
our national life.
Comrades in the battle-line
will keep in touch with each
other across the seas. Britons
will go to Belgium and France

Sharing the news. Belgian and British defenders read
a newspaper together.

A London "taxi," commandeered for service in France, finds itself
to a strange land and makes itself at home.

for a summer holiday to nieet
their friends. And our Allies will
cross over to see their battle
brethren in their homes in
England, Wales, Scotland, and
Ireland.
Negroes from the Congo,
Arabs from Northern Africa, are
striking up friendships with the
white men. Soon, our Indian
troops may reach the great
meeting place of the defenders
of civilisation ; and men from
Canada, Australia, New Zealand
and the Cape will also have an
opportunity of learning French.
All this will tell on the future
relations of the allied rakes.
It will tell on their commercial
connections and their intellectual sympathies. The directory of the world's currents
of thought will be changed.

A Belgian soldier discusses the war with one of our defenders
at Folkestone.
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Our Sky Warriors—Guarding and Guarded

Not much is being heard of our warships in the aerial blue—they are doing their duty in silence. This picture shows one of the
British airships passing over Ostend, reassuring visitors and inhabitants that Britain is on the watch.

One arm of our Royal Flying Corps ready for duty on foreign soil. Aeroplanes are chiefly employed in reconnoitring the enemy's
position, flying over opposing forces and informing the artillery where their shells will do most damage.

The War Illustrated, 12th September, 1914.
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The Faces of Some of Our Foes

Prince Friedrich of Saxe-Meiningen,
killed by a shell et Namur.

Count Zeppelin, aged 70, volunteered
to command one of his own airships.

Admiral von Tirpitz, German Secretary
for Navy, which he entered 49 years ago.

T

soul of the German people has first
been hardened by a
Prussian and then poisoned by a Prussianised
Pole. That is why the
race that produced
Luther, Handel, Goethe,
and Beethoven has fallen
into frenzied barbarism.
First came Bismarck
with his gospel of blood
and iron, followed by
Nietzsche, the insane
anti-Christ, who cried
from a madhouse to the
of
" blond beasts "
Northern Germany to
prey upon the decadent,
over-civilised nations of
the rest of Europe.
Nietzsche's influence is
visible in the speeches of
the Kaiser, and in works
of his advisers, like
General von -Bernhardi.
What does the German
Empress Victoria think of
the Belgian atrocities ?
Are rumours of them
allowed to reach her
august ears while she
HE

The German Empress presenting roses to Guards officers
previous to their departure for the front.

General von Emmich, conducted att?,ck on
L.iege and was reported to have died.

General von Bulow, wounded at the Battle
of Haelen, has died of his injuries.

gives roses to the German
officers who order such
deeds to be done ?
Count Zeppelin, the
white-haired inventor, believes in dropping bombs
on the non-combatants
of hostile cities. For he
has volunteered to carry
out this fiendish work
from one of his airships.
Admiral Tirpitz must
be feeling somewhat
downcast. At the age
of sixtv-five he sees the
spirit of the great Navy
he built destroyed by the
cowardice of the captain
of the Goeben, his son a
prisoner in Britain, his
fleet bottled up.
Dr. Hammann. a Hamburg journa'ist promoted
to the headship of the
German reptile press, has
also suffered defeat. He
tried hard, by doctored
news, to win American
sympathies, but the truth
about Louvain prevailed
against him.

Dr. Hammann, the Kaiser's -professional
liar, head of the "reptile press."
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Russia's Millions Rolling Nearer to Berlin

One small cog of the " steam—roller" about to begin its work. A Russian infantry regiment entraining at a wayside
station for its journey to the enemy's frontier.

The Tsar's countless army is hurling itself into Germany and Austria and flattening out all opposition. Roads from East
Prussia to Berlin are blocked with refugees when it is known that Russian cavalry draw nigh.

The War illustrated, 12th September, 1914.
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HOW THE WAR WAGES
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THE STORY OF THE
GREAT CONFLICT
TOLD WEEK BY WEEK

The British Rear-Guard Actions

The Russians in Prussia

PROM Friday, August 28th, up to the time of writing,
the left wing of the allied armies in Northern France
fought a fierce, stubborn rear-guard action against the
advancing wing of the German host.
By continual heavy sacrifice of men and weight of
numbers, the Germans .again won ground against the
British force and two co-operating French armies under the
veteran General Pau and General d'Amade.
On Sunday, August 3oth, the Allies retired from the
valley of the Somme, and a battle raged for two days at
the town of St. Quentin, where the enemy flung vast
numbers into the field in order .to force a wedge through
the Franco-British position and secure a main route to Paris.
Our Highland regiments, especially the Argyll and
Sutherlands, who came fresh into the fight, fought magnificently alongside the French. The Germans, however,
concentrated their finest army corps against us, and,
despite some splendid delaying actions, the Franco-British
left wing had to bend still further southward to avoid
being outflanked by the Teutons.
`On Tuesday, September ist, when some of the Germans
were at Compiegne, thirty miles from the outer forts of
Paris, the British cavalry pushed back the hostile horsemen

By way of relieving some of the preSsure on the FrancoBritish battle-line in Western Europe, the Russian army
in Prussia pushed ahead on the road to Berlin. The
Russian advance was more like a Cossack charge than
the slow movement of a host of foot soldiers. Indeed,
the region of East Prussia was conquered largely by the
flower of Russian horsemen, who, at need, dismounted and
fought as infantry. The speed and dash of this gallant,
adventurous relieving army were, however, obtained by a
sacrifice of artillery power and of heavy infantry fighting
force.
Well aware of this, the German Military Staff called
out the garrisons of the fortress towns on the Vistula,
and brought up reinforcements by rail. This fresh army,
with an overpowering quantity of -heavy artillery, surprised"
two Russian army corps near Osterode, about September 1st,
killing the Russian commander, General Samsonov, and
inflicting grave losses on his troops.
The Russians, however, were not downcast by this
,z Hurrying up reinforcements, they
temporary rever.
maintained contact with the enemy, and continued their
advance on the north.
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Russian ConquesIs in Austria-Hungary

news at once came from Petrograd
FOR—as
St. Petersburg_ is now called—

which inspired even the defeated Russian soldiers with joyful, mortal courage.
Far to the south, in Russian Poland,
mot
arche
reef:" the entire military power of AustriaHungary was broken by a sweeping,
smashing Russian victory that opened
v./
Dielorcho'.,
another and shorter road to Berlin.
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only 160 miles from Berlin. It also
deprived all the Teutonic armies and
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navies of their only source of oil-fuel-Map of the region of the German operations against Paris.
the wells of Galicia.
During all these land battles in Europe, the. Allies
and captured ten guns. The next day was the anniversary
of Sedan, and the Berliners celebrated it kby parading all were cheered by news of an important success by the British
the guns captured from the allied armies. There were Grand Fleet off Heligoland on August 28th.
no British guns on show.
*
*
*
Tha Battle in the Bight
*
The Battles on the French Centre
OUR submarines having found the enemy's torpedo craft
and cruisers off Heligoland, our destroyers raced out at
IN the meantime, the French were fighting gallantly
and steadily along the centre and right wing of the dawn to battle. The German craft fell back, to lure our
boats within the fire of the Heligoland forts. But our
immense battle-front.
For more than a week, vast masses of men rocked in men were playing a more subtle game. The British
incessant conflict round the Meuse, near the old battlefield destroyers partly evaded the fortress, but offered themof Sedan, in the French and Belgian Ardennes. The army selves as victims to a distant squadron of German cruisers.
"'It's the bleating of the kid excites the tiger." The
of the Crown Prince of Germany was checked amid the
woods, rocks, and streams of the upland country, where tigerish, hostile cruisers steamed out against H.M.S.
the French fought as in a siege operation, with a dogged Arethusa and her destroyer flotilla._ In the misty morning
courage unparalleled in their history. The main effort it looked an easy task for the big German ships to sink
every small British craft visible.
of both nations was made round the upper Meuse valley.
Suddenly, out of the mist, and across the front of our
Early in the week a fresh German army swept down
from Belgium to take the wedge-like French centre on the battered destroyers, rushed our First Cruiser Squadron.
side of the wedge opposite to that where the fighting was Concentrating their fire, they reduced the first big German
going on ; but the French also brought up an army at ship, the Mainz, to a wreck . of spouting flame. It was
m minutes a second German
Rocroi to counter this stroke. So long as the French done in a minute ! In three Ore
held the centre the far-stretched German wing, battling cruiser, the Koeln, was a mass of black fumes, from which
against Sir John French and General Pau, could not continue spurts of fire flared out and a third cruiser limped away,
to advance against Paris without the risk of being cut off sinking. Two smaller German ships were also sunk.
Then our Battle Cruiser Squadron arrived for the main
from .its main army. But at the end of the week the French
naval action—which the enemy declined.
centre, though still unbroken, fell back also towards Paris.
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NO SURRENDER!
A British artillery officer who sold his life dearly when his battery was attacked by 3,000 Uhlans at Tournai on AuJust 26th.

The War Illustrated, 19th September, 1914.
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THE GREAT EPISODES OF THE WAR
H. The Wonderful Retreat from Mons
T

HE British Army has been in some perilous positions, evening most of our men were exhausted by marching
but never has a large British force found itself in and fighting. But the skill and audacity of their leader
such terrible difficulties as faced Sir John French saved the situation.
French worked _wonders with his men. He had an army
and his troops at Mons, in Belgium, on Monday,
August 24th.
of young athletes, trained by himself, and he called on
They were on the left edge of the Franco-British front, them to fight as never men had fought before. For days
stretching down from Belgium. The northern part of this they marched in battle manoeuvres, dug themselves in, shot,
line was retiring to avoid being shattered by the victorious rose for a succession of bayonet charges. For nights they
German host which had stormed Namur, repulsed the continued their southward retreat, tramping in the darkness,
French at Charleroi, and made a successful counter attack. and fighting still, if necessary.
The Germans allowed our men no rest. Using- their
So, although the British force was triumphantly holding
Mons, its position was completely overthrown by the superiority in numbers to full advantage, they kept up a
withdrawing movement of its Allies, which began on Sunday, continuous fight in enormous masses. Here and there our
August 23rd. The Germans took swift advantage of this men gained a respite by some trick. Knowing, for instance,
that the Germans were becoming fearful of our deadly
condition of things. They pursued the French, but massed
far more strongly against the British. Their tremendous infantry fire, our troops would dig a trench in their rear,
and leave their caps on it. When the German cavalry or
efforts against our men were, as is reported, partly inspired
by an extraordinary order issued from Aix-la-Chapelle- by foot soldiers saw the trench they kept at a distance.
the Kaiser to his northern forces, commanding them to
They had learned by tragic experience what it would cost
" exterminate French's
them to take a British
contemptible little
position by a sudden
army."
charge. They waited
_ MONS
General Kluck, with
till their guns came up
200,000 men, began to
and swept the ditch
•
encircle our troops on
with shell and shrapnel
in a thorough manner.
their left. Then on
In the meantime our
our right General Bulow
114.Prfax
army got away, and
advanced southward
trIcneu.x
with another superior
fed, and made another
•
-c "`"'
trench. Resolute not
army, ready to swerve
to be tricked again, the
and hold our small foree
while Kluck smashed it.
Uhlans rode up to the
apparently empty ditch.
What odds our men
would have fought
But a row of caplets
against had they got
heads appeared, and if
closed between Kluck
all the horsemen were
not shot the rest were
the hammer and Bulow
the anvil is hard to
bayoneted. The horses
calculate. Perhaps six
came in useful- for our
to one .perhaps .more.
cavalrymen who were
wearing out their
But Sir John Fterich
saw to it that things
mounts.
did not fall out in this
Oh, our marvellous
way. He had learnt
cavalry Cavalry fighting is a hand-to-hand
round Ladysmith to
conduct rearguard
affair, sabre against
actions against better
sabre, lance against
fighters than the Ger•bayonet, sword against
mans. Now he gave
machine-gun and cannon. Onthe individual
the world the supreme
skill, pluck, and dash
example in military
history of the handling
of each cavalryman the
of troops in the most
issues of a continual
series of hundreds of
perilous of _positions.
fights depended. By
What Sir John Moore
Picture—plan of the country around Mons and Maubeuge
did in the retreat to
sheer strength of arm
and horsemanship our
Corinna against Soult
and Napoleon, when the odds were two to one against him, - outnumbered horsemen continually won the field.
was excelled by Sir John French- against the odds of three
They attacked against impossible odds—a hundred
to one, and sometimes more.
German troops to every single -Briton. The huge mass of
Leaving a considerable body of troops near Mons to
men advanced to destroy its insignificant prey.
engage the attention of Bulow, he outspread a fan of cavalry
The British cavalry suddenly became aware of the destrucwestward to test the strength of Kluck's encircling movetion_ that threatened it. It retired, with the Germans in
ment. The main British force struck downwards towards headlong pursuit. Then there was a crash of artillery from
the French fortress town of Maubeuge, and on Monday night,
an unexpected position, and the blue-grey mass was blown
August 24th, it stretched from Maubeuge eastward to apart by shell, shrapnel, or even case-shot. The British
.Kluck's army.
caValry squadron had been dangled as a bait to lead the
But Sir John French felt from the pressure Kluck was
German troops up for slaughter by our gunners 1
exerting on him that Maubeuge was a dangerous place to
Our gunners risked themselves, their horses, and their
stay in, especially as the French armies were still retreating.
guns with the same daring adroitness. At need, one man
The country was covered with standing crops, which would
did the work of a whole gun's crew, and did it steadily and
have limited the field of fire of our troops had they well—with all his comrades dead or disabled around him—
entrenched there.
until he, too, fell. Then the nearest body of cavalry had
So at dawn on Tuesday, August 25th, the British comto save the guns, as Captain Grenfell of the 9th Lancers
mander ordered a further retirement southward. By the
did, just after he had been wounded in both legs and lost
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two fingers. But there were times when - our guns were
against' which the Germans began their movement. It
was impos'Sible to send him any reinforcements, as our
put Out of action by the death of all the. grinners and the
First Corps was utterly fatigued, after hacking its
horses, and no cavalry was near enough to ride out and
way to Landrecies and beatino. off an attack by
recover the guns from the hostile horsemen sweeping down
40,000 Germans, who swept on° them at night from a
on them.
forest.
It was on one of these occasions that our infantryman
Sir Horace Smith-Dorrien and his small, battered force
showed what he will do for the guns that protect and
had therefore to face alone the full force of Kluck's attack.
support him. Two companies of Monsters recovered one
The odds were more than four to one in guns and men.
of our batteries by a bayonet attack on German cavalry
There was no time for our tired soldiers to entrench themand against a terrific fire from the German artillery. The
selves properly, and they had, to lie exposed to the
Irishmen were ordered to abandon the guns they had saved,
dreadful fire of the overpowering German artillery of
for there were no horses available to move the battery.
650 guns.
But the Monsters shot more German riders, took their
There were battles in the sky as well as in the fields.
horses, and harnessed them to the guns. Then, as there
were still insufficient horses to do the work, the men made
The men of our Royal Flying Corps wheeled above the
armies, shot at by friend
themselves beasts of
and foe, and, drawing
burden, and dragged the
their revolvers, they
battery about till night- a:ex
0 chased the German am
fall. It must be re0 atoms, who were directing
membered that this was
h the fire of the Krupp
clone by men already
guns below. By superior
weary with long marches,
airmanship and markstrench-digging, and
manship our airmen
fighting.
brought down five of the
It is, however, almost
au emy's machines.
unfair to distinguish any
regiment of the British
Meanwhile, the d eciaiye
force by mentioning the
attack opened. In avadeeds it did in the retreat
lanche after avala C he the
from Mons to Cambrai
Germ an troops swept
and Le Cateau from Mon
against our men, lying iu
day, August 24th, to
open order with shell and
Wednesday, August 26th.
shrapnel bursting over
What Captain Grenfell
them i n extraordinary
performed every man in
quantities. Wile o. t h e
the army did in his
German. artilleryman
y?:;
measure. Many of our
ceased their deadly work,
wounded mastered their
for fear- of blowing away
bodily weakness and pain.,
their oWn. advancing
and battled on to the
troops, the moment ardeath. All fought against
rived on which the fate
heavy odds, and what is
01
our
Expeditionary
much more - important W1Force and the (11 'CO C
and inspiring, they strugarmies depended.
gled against utter weariThe Germans had to be
ness of body and the
Mopped. If their advance
numbing effect of fatigue
continued, they would
on the brain.
capture the rest of our
At the critical moment
troops and swoop on the
many of our men were
retiring French lines to
too tired to move. This
the east. The French
haPpened on Wednesday,
were fighting bravely in a
August 26th, when Kluck
series of rearguard actions
was encircling our troops
against other German
near Cambrai. There was
armies. The arrival of
a strong French cavalry
Klock on their left flank
corps under General Sorbet
would probably convert
eastward of our poSition.
their retreat into a
Sir John French asked
rout. France would be,
General Sir Horace Smith—Oorriea.
the French horsemen for
lost.
help. But their horses
"1 aatt,t put on record my deep appreciation of the valuable services rcnJered by
Such was the awful
were too tired to carry
General ,Sir Horace Smith-Dorrica. I say without hesitation that the sating of
position of affairs that
the left wing of the army on the morning of the 26th 0 e,gasl could aever have
them to the assistance
Sir Horace Smithbeen accomplished:unless a COM wander of rare and'un ,vsnal coolness, intrepidity,
of our outworn, outand deter i nation had been present."—GENEILIL FRENCH'S DESPATCH, TTIS SEPTEMBER.
Dorrien and his men rose
numbered, hard - pressed
with high, steady courage
troops.
to meet. The masses of
Westward, at Arras, Asa OF??7i.71
German infantrymen
there was a much fresher
came on—five deep and shoulder to shoulder—to deliver
French force under General d'Amade ; but Kluck
the mortal blow. But our troops gave them " the
seems to have driven a strong wedge between these
mad minute." This is fifteen rounds of well-aimed fire
French reserves and his immediate prey—our wearied
from each magazine rifle, with less than four. seconds
army.
between each shot.
Then, with the immense force under his command, Kluck,
at dawn on August 26th, hooked part of our army round
The Germans wavered, broke, and fled. Our cavalrymen
at Le Gateau, near the town of Cambrai. So certain was
and intrepid gunners then covered the retirement of their
Kluck of the annihilation or surrender of our men, that he
infantry. But Kluck's two hundred thousand had suffered
reported his victory to the Kaiser, and the wireless station
too much to undertake a vigorous pursuit. The Gentian
at Berlin announced it to the world.
general withdrew to reorganise his four battered army
corps. The flanking movement was stopped, and the
But then was seen with what force and majesty the
situation saved. A few days later the positions were
British fight. Sir Horace Smith-Dorrien was in command
reversed and our great advance began.
of the Second Corps and Fourth Division at Le Gateau,
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Russia Crushes Austria while the Allies hold the Germans
r-

Russians on the march to the Austrian frontier and
the great victory of Lemberg.

1R eyes are so intently fixed upon the
01- fields of France, where our own soldiers
are operating, that we are apt to regard lightly
the stupendous victories won for us by our
Russian Allies. But the importance of these
victories can scarcely be over-estimated. They
may well be the deciding factors in the war.
The capture of Lemberg by the Russians is
immense importance; not merely because our
Allies captured 15o guns, with large quantities
of artillery and food supplies, but because it was
the crowning achievement of a vast offensive
movement that cost Austria some 8o,000 men
in killed, wounded, and prisoners.
Lemberg is a great fortified centre, controlling
the junction of eight railways and eight highways. Its possession removes a great obstacle
to a great aggressive advance to destroy what
remains of the Austrian Army and to strike at
Germany from the south.

General Russky, who defeated the
Austrisn forces decisively at Lemberg

Lemberg, showing the Theatre Square with the Municipal

Some of the Russian artillery whose offensive helped to inffict disastrous defeat upon Austria.

Theatre.
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Capturing Austrian Guns at Battle of Lemberg

As a result of their great victory at Lemberg, Russia captured
200 guns and such a huge number of prisoners that they could
only be estimated in tens of thousabds. In one district alone

Austria lost 20,000 killed and wounded. Lemberg is'the capital
of Galicia, and an important railway junction. The Russians
entered it on September 3rd, and renamed it Lvoff.

The War illustrated, 19th September, 1914.
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Canada's Manhood at Britain's Service

........................................ .•
This picture, taken in Ottawa, shows some of the Legion of
Frontiersmen who hope to help in the demolition of Kaiserism.

HE enthusiastic offers of help by the Oversea Dominions
have touched all British hearts. These pictures show the
glorious manhood that Canada is sending to strengthen our right
arm. The two small pictures at the side show some of the Canadian
Guards entraining at Valcartier before leaving for the front.

Colonel Hughes is Minister of
country two years ago, and excited

Militia in the Canadian Government. He brought a contingent of Canadians to this
the warmest admiration. This photograph shows him marching at the head of his men.

These are the men of the Ontario Floyiti Grenadiere leaving their camp at Valcartier, in the province of Quebec, whence they were
drafted to Europe for active service. Alt arLof excellent physique and keen to take their places at the front

Tlic War Illustrated, 19th September, 1914.
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The Fervent Loyalty of the Indian Princes
NOTHING has been more gratifying than the spontaneous
enthusiasm of the people and rulers
of India to lend their money and their
men to the cause of Imperial defence.
India burns for the opportunity to
fight against the German aggressor
side by side with us.

Sir Perbab Singh, though 70 years old,
"refuses to be denied his right to fight for
the King-Emperor."

And the •fighting quality of Indian
help will be not less than its willingness. Lord Curzon said he would
like to see the Bengal Cavalry charge
the Gernian Uhlan. He expected
the little Gurkha, with his sturdy
figure and his dangerous cutting
knife, to show what he could do, and
we might be certain that the Rajput
soldiers of India would exhibit that
valour and heroism for which they
had been famous for thousands -of
years. " When these men reach the
battlefield," Lord Curzon continued,
" keep your eyes on the turban and
on the dark skin, and I think vou will
find that they will not dishonour
you."
The outburst of loyalty by the
native Press of India was immediate.
War was declared on August 4th.
On the following day, the-" Bengalee,"
the chief native paper in India, vented
-its Imperial patriotism in a remarkable article which said : " In the hour
of danger we stand by the side of
Britain in defence of the interests,
the honour, and the glory of the
Empire. Ours is a loyalty which has
its roots deep in our hearts ; but it is
a reasoned loyalty, which recognises
that with the stability and the greatness of the Empire is associated the
fruition of our ideal of self-government."In equally fervent words the people
and Press of India gave expression to
the same sentiments.
On the frontier States beyond India
the sympathies are with us. The
Dalai Lama of Tibet and the Maharajah
of Nepalthaye both offered help.

The Maharajah of Bikaner, ore of thl
Indian princes who hastened to offer hi)
services and gave a camel corps.

Bengal Lancers', one of our finest native regiments, who may be shortly trying their strength against the vaunted Miens.
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The Swelling Tide of Britain's New Army

Report says that the Kaiser had fixed Satwrday, September 12th, for a review of German troops In Hyde Park. But Hyde Park is being
used for drilling the new recruits of Lord Kitchener's army, and the German review is postponed indefinitely.

JHE enthusiastic
response to Lord
Kitchener's appeal for
men is the pride of
our country and the
dread of our enemies.
In his great speech at
the
Guildhall, M r .
Asquith
mentioned
that from 250,000 to
300,000 men had
offered themselves and
been accepted. Since
then the 500,000 have
been secured and we
have advanced into the
second half million.
And the standard
of quality is as high
as the quantity is
gratifying. Those of

Vincent Square, near the Houses of Parliament, is one of London's many
"lungs" where the martial spirit breathes. Here we see General Bethune,
Director—General of the Territorials, inspecting the Legion of Frontiersmen.

Germans arrested -in Manchester ow their way to orison in Lancaster.

us who are too old to
offer ourselves have
seen, the new recruits
parading - in London
and 'elsewhere, and we
have admired' the
physique and alertness
'of ,the
Perhaps another
500,000 will be .enough
perhaps not. - But if
that is all we have, it
will be too late to take
action when we find
out that we-need more.
-In the British Islands
there are 6,000,000
men of recruitable
The time to
age.
double—and treble—
the half million is now
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Invalided Home—But Aching to Fight Again

"Slightly-wounded" soldiers boarding the hospital ship at Havre.
They are all anxious to have another "pop" at the Prussians.

A group of the Manchester Regiment. Our wounded usually evaded the German bullets, but they suffered badly from the shells.
The picture insetted in the circle shows a British soldier exhibiting his wound to a French comrade.
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The Price that Must be Paid for Freedom

Lieut.-Col. J. A. C. GIBES
(wounded). Duke of Wellington's
Regiment.

Brigadier-General R. SCOTT-KERR,
C.B., M.V.O., D.S.O. (wounded).
Grenadier Guards.

Lieut.-Col. M. L. MACEWEN
(wounded). 18th Lancers.

Major P. J. BAILEY, M.O.
(wounded). 12th Lancers.

Major P. W. B. HENNING
(wounded). Royal Field Artillery.

Major N. J. HOPKINS (wounded).
Royal Engineers.

Major C. TOOGOOD, D.S.O.
(wounded). Lincolnshire Regiment.

Major W. R. CHICHESTER
(wounded). Worcester Regiment.

Major E. N. TOWNSEND Captain F.
MARTIN-LEASE
(wounded). Duke of Wellington's
(wounded). H.M.S. Pathfinder.
Regiment.

Capt.
H. R. SANDILANDS
(wounded).
Northumberland
Fusiliers.

Capt. W. 'MELLOR (killed).
Royal Irish Regiment.

Capt.

H. BUCKLE (wounded).
Capt. L D. SPENCER (wounded).
Capt. T. H. GIBBON (wounded).
Capt. R. C. CARTER (wounded).
Royal Field Artillery.
King's Own Scottish Borderers.
Royal Army Medical Corps.
Duke of Wellington's Regiment.
Photos by Gate ,i• poi,l,.,i, Speainht, 21.1aug & Fox, Central Press, Bassano, Russell d' Sons, Lafayette, Hills J. Saunders.
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Some Gallant Officers Who Have Bled for Britain

Capt. L. SIMPSON (wounded).
King's Own Yorkshire L.I.

Lieut. H. M. OPENSHAW
(wounded).
Norfolk Regiment.

Capt. R. WHITBREAD (wounded).
Coldstream Guards.

See.-Lieut. W. MeC. J. MOONEY
(wounded). Duke of Cornwall's L.I.

Lieut. L. RICHMOND (killed).
Gordon Highlanders.

Lieut. Hon. A. WINDSOR-CLIVE
(killed). Coldstream Guards.

Lieut. B. C. C. SEWELL (wounded).
Royal West Kent Regiment.

Lieut. C. BLACKER (died of wounds)
Connaught Rangers.

See.-Lieut. G. H. BROADHURST
(wounded). Royal Field Artillery.

Lieut. Hon. R. 0. D. KEPPEL
(wounded), Coldstream Guards.

Lieut. Sir
(wounded).

A. E. HICKMAN
4th Dragoon Guards.

Lieut. Hon. W. A. CECIL
(wounded). Grenadier Guards.

Lieut. Gerald LEATHER (missing). See. - Lieut. G. W. OLIPHANT
Lieut. L. E. RUSSELL (wounded),
Lieut. G. R. F. ROWLEY (wounded).
(wounded). Duke of Wellington's Reg)
H.M.S. Pathfinder.
Duke of Wellington's Regiment.
Coldstream Guards.
Photos try Gale ct, Paden, Central 11`ews, Lutryelt,. Sp,aight„Sport & C4eneral, BaSSCOP Hilts & Saun'ers
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British Machine-Guns Mow Down German Column

The Official Press Bureau did not waste any words in its descrip- this target from the end of the town. The head of the column
tion of the sparkling British success at Landrecies. Its plain, was swept away, a frightful panic ensued, and it is estimated
unvarnished nccount ran as follows : " A German infantry brigade that no fewer than 800 to 900 dead and wounded Germans were
advanced in •itie closest order into the narrow street, which they
lying in this street alone." Contrast this unassuming account
ccrripiet6iy
Our machine-guns were brought to bear on with the screaming reports of mythical German victories
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Fire and Flood Meet the Germans at Antwerp

As a strong German force advanced upon Antwerp, early in
September, the Belgians opened the dykes and flooded the country.
The Germans were thrown into instant confusion. Men and
horses struggled across the inundated fields, and their endeavour
to beat a hasty retreat was unsuccessful. Many of their heavy
guns could not be moved, and had to be abandoned. German
soldiers climbed into trees and were made prisoners later. The

Belgian artillery opened fire, and nearly turned the German
retreat into a rout. An official statement at Antwerp estimates
the German tosses in this encounter at fully one thousand men.
The fortress is prepared to flood further large areas rather than
allow itself to be captured. Defence by inundation is 13thinci new,
for in 1667 the adjacent district of Termonde war *.aved frem a
siege by opening the sluices, and laying the locality under water.

The War Illustrated,
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Leaves from a War Correspondent's Note-Book
Expressly written for
The War Illustrated

By A. G. HALES
How the French were trapped on the Plateau near Metz
During the South African War, Mr. A. G. Hales made a high reputation
as a war correspondent. His glowing descriptions, the vivid tensity
of the language in which lie pictures the human side of war, the aptness
of his metaphors, and his fearless comments, combine to thrill us as we
read his war letters. He has been to the front in France, and from Paris
will send us several noteworthy contributions, the first of which we print
this week.

PARIS.
BITTER battle had been raging for hours between
Mitael and Metz. The troops on both the French
and German sides were of the finest. The Germans
were fighting with a savage ferocity that proved their
descent from the white barbarians who of old overran
Europe and gave the people to the sword, their homesteads
to the flames.
The French battled with all their old-time brilliancy,
for never since the sons of France first learned to fight
have the men of this gallant breed displayed finer qualities
of dash and class than in this campaign. So fiery was
their valour, so headstrong their pluck, that again and
again the infantry got out of hand, and, without waiting
for orders, returned headlong to the onset, trying to carry
all-before them at the point of the bayonet. Their officers
tried to hold them back, but in vain.
The Germans

A

Beaten Back

The German artillery gaped their charging ranks, and
cut long swathes through the living lines. The German
rifle fire mowed them down, and German cavalry thundered
on their flanks. They fell in long, uneven lines ; their
red caps dotting the landscape like poppies thickly strewn
in an English meadow, but the rest charged on. Neither
blistering lead nor flying iron could stay the torrent of
their fiery courage. Over the broken sward, or through
brake and bush they rushed to the onset, and when steel
crossed steel, and man met man in the death grapple,
the big, heavy sons of the Fatherland found they were
no match for the little lean, dark-faced, blazing-eyed sons
of bonnie France.
They bore the Germans back foot by foot—yard by
yard. Home went the bayonet ; down crushed the clubbed
rifles.
On went the Frenchmen right into the heart of the
masses of Germans on until their strength and speed were
spent, as waves that surge landward play out their force.
Then into the German ranks thundered the French
cavalry, to-day as of old, the fiercest arm in their service,—
they came as the storm comes, torrential-like. In their
splendid abandon, crouching low in their saddles, gripping
like grim death with thighs and knees to keep themselves firm in the impact ; then, as the thrill passed, up
high in their stirrups they stood, and, as they retreated
at the bugle call to cover the retreat of their infantry,
the big guns of the Germans spoke and regiments melted
like hail that falls on a midsummer day.
Superb Rushes
of the French
But the Germans fell back. They shrank at the sight
of cold steel, and they could see other regiments of France
crouching, tiger-like, for the spring. Those fierce rushes
of the Frencl were superb. As a French spectator said
of the Light Brigade at Balaklava : " It is magnificent,
but it is not war." It was courage at a high pitch of
daring. But war—successful war—demands restraint,
discipline, and prudence, These will come to the French
as the campaign lengthens out ; they will learn how to
hold their valour in check until their guns have shattered
the massed formation. Then they will go in and take
their toll in dead. It was so at first with the Japanese
infantry in Manchuria, but they learnt in time to hold
themselves in volcanic strength until the time for eruption.
Then nothing could withstand them. So will it be with

France, and in that hour Heaven help the Kaiser's legions.
They beat the Germans that day between Mitael and
Metz, and in the night the Kaiser's army fell back towards
the great fortress, the dread history of which tells of so
much disaster to France.
The next day the French general went in pursuit of the
enemy. He neglected proper precautions, and I may say,
parenthetically, that good scouting has not been understood in any Continental army. bThe airship has been
trusted too much for this work. A corps like the Legion
of Frontiersmen, so long established in London, ought to
do immense service, for there is much difficult country
where the movements of troops in great bodies can be
masked.
An Airship
Gives the Range
The French .general came to a great open plateau, and
it is now known that he did not appreciate his proximity
to Metz. He led his troops on to the plateau and halted
to re-form them and give them a rest. A German airship
came into view high up, beyond range, and hovered like
some huge bird of evil omen.
She was in touch by wireless with the terrible fortress
that lay some ten miles away, and was giving the German
staff full and complete instructions as to the number and
disposition of the French army, locating every force,
every corps. She gave the German garrison gunners
the range to a yard, for every inch of that ground was
mapped out and measured. The Germans of the fort
could shoot almost as accurately from that ten-mile point
of attack as if the French were marching on their guns in
full view.
That airship and its crew belong to Metz.
The crew know every hillock and hollow as a hawk
knows the ground near its nest. This is a lesson that you
in England should take to heart. Let every fort have
its own aircraft, and make a study of every inch of ground.
Such knowledge may make all the difference between
victory and defeat some day.
The French tried to bring that airship down, but failed.
Suddenly came a rushing sound, a mighty swishing and
hissing of iron. The dull roar of the distant guns had not
time to travel through space and reach the soldiers of
France before the iron storm was upon them, and the
plateau was swept from end to end as by a mighty besom in
some fiendish hand. Five thousand men fell in three
minutes. It was as if the earth gaped suddenly and
swallowed them.
An Iron
Storm of Death
There was no chance for valour here—no room for bravery.
The army had been trapped. led by the retreating force
right within the sweep of those devastating guns. The
victory of the preceding day was swept into nothingness
by this catastrophe. All that matchless valour had done
was undone by German craft and cunning, Small wonder
that the rest of the army corps fell back in shattered disarray ; flesh and blood could not stand it.
It was confidence that brought about that holocaust.
A handful of men like our own Gurkhas would have saved
that army corps; but they have no men equal to the
Gurkhas in any Continental army. For a few hours the
army corps 11as badly,,,shaken. So suddenly and so utterly
without warning was that terrible stroke from an unseen
source that the men felt it ten thousand times more than
they would have felt the shock of pitched battle against
even hopeless. odds. But there -is nothing on earth stouter
and truer than the heart of the French soldier.
They soon got hold of themselves, and they rallied and
went forward again. But they gave the plateau fronting
Metz a wide berth.
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The Soldier-Leaders France Relies Upon

General Joffre (second from the right) talking to General de Castelnau.

BOTH General Joffre and Lord Kitchener should know
something about German methods of war, for in
their youth both of them fought for France in the war of
1870. When Joffre was elected head of the French Army
in. 1911 by a unanimous decision of the Cabinet, all
his countrymen were glad. Practically his only rival
for the position was the dashing veteran, General Pau,
whom, at the first opportunity, he has now called to his
aid to lead one of the armies Of the Franco-British battlefront.
Joffre made his name by nine years of hard service in the
French Soudan and in the campaign that resulted in the
capture of Timbuctoo. But it was not until 1905-, at the
age of fifty-three, that he won the epaulettes of a brigadiergeneral. He next distinguished himself• as a military
engineer by his work on the eastern defences of France,
and took part in the last reorganisation of the French Army.
Sparing in words, bluff in manner, and heavy of build,
Joffre has for the last three years worked at strengthening

General Pau, the dashing French Leader.

his country by combating all political influences in military
affairs. A Republican himself, he never spares his generals
because of their Republican sympathies. A few months
before the war began he startled the French public by retiring
five commanders belonging to his own party who had not
handled their troops properly in the manoeuvres. Then,
during the war, he at once dismissed some- high officers
in Alsace because they lost a battle they might have won.
At present Joffre appears to rely on General Pau, the
one-armed Monarchist soldier, and General de Castelnau
the Clericalist, who was his assistant on the General Staff ;
One excellent result of this negligence of all politics is that
every Frenchman is now united in the defence of France.
Joffre has won the respect of his men by his thoroughgoing efficiency. But he is far from being a typical Frenchman. He has, for instance, an almost disconcerting
capacity for silence, and the democracy of Paris, after the
battle at Charleroi, began to clamour for more information
about the first phase of the terrific contest.

Battery of French artillery advancing over flat open country to a difficult line of wooded rising, groatid. -
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Paris Preparing for Another Siege

This barricade in the Paris outskirts was calculated to afford a
,
shield for musketry fire against the Germans.

Defences being erected by workmen at the Porte de Clignancau:t,
one of the fifty—odd gates of Paris.

pIRIS put forth great activity to make the city able to
' resist the expected attack of the German hordes.
Girdled by her chain of forts from St. Cyr on the southwest to Vaujours on the east—from Palaiseau and
Villeneuve on the south to Domont and Montmorency on
the north—she felt confident that she could offer a much
more effective resistance than she did forty-four years ago.
And in the event of an investment, the city would be
assisted by the fighting legions of France and Britain
opposing the Germans outside its walls. Paris exerted
every effort that ingenuity in obstruction can devise.

The stone-coped wall on the right of the above picture is
part of the old fortifications, and for years there has been
talk of demolishing these as ineffective defences against
assault by modern siege-guns. They could, of course, still
serve for purposes of defence against cavalry charges, and
would be points of vantage for musketry defence.
Close up to these old fortifications on the outside, a deep
dry moat runs round, and its chief purpose for many years
has been as a receptacle for rubbish. Photographs of these
fortifications are seldom seen, because it has long been
expressly forbidden to take them.

Protection against Zeppelin and aeroplane attack is assisted by this searchlight mounted on the roof of the Automobile Club in the
Place de la Concorde. The photograph is taken from the lower end of the Champs Elysees.
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Victims of the War Driven from their Homes

Belgian refugees, with bundles of their personal effects, all they could take from their homes, changing .rains in France as they
fled from the devastating advance of the Kaiser's legions. Notice the two British soldiers walking by the train.

The quayside at Dieppe, showing refugees from Paris waiting
for the boat that is to take them to England. It is said that
more than 20,000 refugees found a haven in London alone.

A railway platform in Paris. There and in many other towns
of the Continent piles of luggage lie, deserted by refugees ,
unable to take their belongings with them.

A large party of Belgian refugees arriving at the Gare do Nord in Paris. They were given food and sheleer by the hospitabi
Parisians, but most of them fled again when the German attack on Paris seemed imminent.

Tit6 War Illustrated,

19th September, 1914.
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The Inexpiable German Crime —Louvain

This is the city of Louvain, the pride of cultured Belgium, the
heir of great traditions, the seat of learning, and the home of
art—before the German crime made it the wreck it now is.

huge joke of Louvain is being enjoyed by these
THEGerman
officers. But the joke will be repented in
German blood and German tears. Many German widows
will weep for the joke of their husbands, and many German
orphans will suffer for the pleasantry of their sires. Nothing
has stirred the blood of Germany's enemies more than this
wanton act of vandalism, which has been as good as a new
army corps to the Allies by the spirit of stern resolve for
vengeance that it has infused into their ranks. Louvain
is still the - record crime of the Kaiser's hordes.

in Europe, has not suffered as at
The famous Town Hall of Louvain, which dates from 1448, and is one of the finest Gothic buildings
first was feared, but the ruin all round is made evident by this picture of Teutonic destruction.
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The Sacking of Flanders' Fairest City

All that remains of the world-famous library at Louvain, the intellectual metropolis of the Low Countries. The wreckage represents
the triumph of German "culture" over the scholarly culture for which Louvain has been so justly renowned for centuries.

A view of part of the students' quarter in Louvain. The building on the extreme right of the pictureis the Students' Club. The
University Buildings, the splendid Church of St. Pierre, and the scientific establishments are also formless heaps of ruins.

The War Illustratcd, 19th September, 1914.
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The Kaiser's Hordes Lording It in Brussels

. we see the invading German cavalry making
H ERE
themselves comfortable in one of the main streets
of Brussels. The second picture shows German infantry
passing the famous St. Gudule Cathedral.

After a long march German troops have reached Brussels and they are seeking rest on the stones of the roadway.
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Ruined Malin s and .i#s Faithful Archbishop

German artiltery has no respect for the Red Cross. At the bombardment*? Matinee guns were turned upon the archbishop's stateroom used as a hose its; ward, and our photograph shows the wreckage.

Cardinal Mercier, Archbishop of Mail-nes, refused to deny the
stories of German atrocities, and was .therefore refused a safe
conduct back to Belgium, after leaving the Conclave at Rome.

and beautiful Malines has not been spared
ANCIENT
by the Germans. One hundred shrapnel shells exploded in the town in a couple of hours on September 2nd,
and did great damage. The cathedral was one of the
centres- of fire, and its irreplacable painted windows, its
magnificent gateway, and the famous chimes of its tower,
were totally destroyed.
Malines Cathedral was begun at the end of the 13th
century,-and restored in the 14th and 15th centuries. Its
unfinished tower, begun in 1432, was intended to be the
highest tower in Christendom.
Some of the Wines treasures, notably the Rubens
paintings in the church of St. jean, were conveyed in a
motor-canto Antwerp to save them from German spoliation.

A hole in the celebrated Notre Dame Cathedral of Malines, caused
by a German shell, Note the broken telearaph wires.

The War Illustrated, 19th September, 1914.
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The Belgian "Won't-be-Conquered " Spirit
German reptile Press continues to talk about the
THE" blind
stupidity " and the " madness " of the
Belgians, because, in Prussian cycs, a little nation should
have no soul of its own. Britain knows that the Belgian
" won't-be-conquered " spirit is neither stupid nor mad.
Speaking in the House of Commons, Mr. Asquith recalled
the struggles for liberty which small States—Athens and
Sparta, the Swiss cantons, and the Netherlands—had made

in the past. Never, he asserted, had duty been more
heroically discharged than during the last few weeks by
the Belgian King and his people. The Belgians had AN on
immortal glory, he continued, and they might count to
the end on our whole-hearted and unfailing support.
Photogiaphs of Belgians who have been wounded fighting
for their country are shown below. We are proud to ba
allied to a nation that breeds such heroism.

"It might have been worse," say these Belgian officers, who
carried their own luggage as they came off the hospital ship.

After a fight at Aerschot, only seven of a company of Belgian
Grenadiers were left standing. This hero was one of them,

The Belgians have no big guns such as the Qermans have,
but the men who fire them have more pluck. This Belgian
artilleryman goes into action despite a wounded head.

A Belgian despatch-rider who rode twenty miles through the
German lines near Malines. He was shot soon after starting,
but he completed the journey before attending to his wound.
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Red Cross Heroines who will Ride to the Battle Front

A party of British Red Cross [nurses about to depart for service at the front. Those on the left will be mounted on horses,
enabling them better to minister to the needs of those who have fallen on the battlefields.

there is a lull in the screaming of
WHEN
the shells, and the last embers of a

Equipped for the field of battle.

battle arc being extinguished, it is then that
the Red Cross heroes and heroines come
out to assist those who had suffered in the
fight. Brave men and women they. are.
takin,their lives in their hands, and risking,
b
the stray
bullets that fly around, in order
to cheer the last moments of dying men, or
bear the living to the shelter of a hospital.
The State, of course, provides aid for our
sick and wounded Warriors, but the British
Red Cross Society supplements -it, organising
and supplying extra hospital accommodation,
nursing and medical service, and all the little
luxuries and comforts which mean so much to
the invalid on his bed of pain.
The Duke of Devonshire has generously
loaned that substantial-looking building in
Piccadilly, London—Devonshire House—to
the British Red Cross Society -as a temporary
_headquarters for the organising staff, many of
whom are voluntary workers. -Qaeon Alex. andra and -Lord Rothschild are heading an
:appeal for funds to carry on the noble work,
and patriots by tile thousand have - sub-'
scribed.
In addition to the gifts of money and
personal .service, many people throughout
the country have offered to accommodate
wounded soldiers in their homes.
Motor-cars have also been temporarily presented
to the Society by their owners.
Mrs. St. Clair Stobart, whose portrait
appears opposite, desired to organise a Red
Cross Hospital in Brussels, but she was arrested
by Germans, and nearly shot as a spy. After
many hardships she reached Holland and safety.

Mrs. L.e. Clair Stobart.

The War Illustrated, 19th September, 1914.
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HOW THE WAR WAGES
The Great French Advance
N the evening of Sunday, September 6th, the first
phase of the German campaign against France
came to an end. During a month the German advance
had been carried on, growing in force and swiftness at a
cost, it is reported, of 400,000 men. Great was the sacrifice,
but at times it seemed worth it. On one occasion the
whole Franco-British force had been in serious danger.
But after the situation was saved at Cambrai, the retirement of the allied armies was purely strategetical.

O

General Joffre could have fought a general battle at good
advantage a few days after Cambrai, when General Pau
routed the Germans at Guise. But the French commanderin-chief selected a different ground for his grand attack on
the invader. This ground he reached south of Chalons,
where the first Attila with his hordes had been defeated in
the year 45 1.
General Joffre's plan was to win half the battle before
he struck a blow, by drawing a vast mass of the Germans
into a trap. So, despite the chafing of his troops, he
retired and retired again. Paris was the bit of cheese he
left in the path of the German mouse. If the northern
German army under General Kluck tried to approach
Paris, it would be cut off from its centre and destroyed.
- Though General Kluck saw the danger in time, and
drew back, under a far-spread screen of cavalry, leaving
the British troops to enjoy the first rest they had had
since Mons, the general position of the whole German force
still remained very insecure. Joffre at last had clean.
outplayed Moltke the Second, and the allied armies entered
on the general battle with superior positions.
The German commander tried to win back by force
what he had lost through lack of skill. He flung his main
troops, on Sunday, September 6th, against the French
centre, in a desperate attempt to wedge through the French
armies, and then destroy them separately. But . by the
evening of that day the-German attack had been repulsed.
With this failure, the invaders' movement of advance came
to a stop.
The British Army's Attack
HE French advance began. For the first time since
Napoleon was at the height of his power the Prussian
was compelled to give way, in a vast, decisive battle, to
the Frenchman. Having
driven back the enemy between Fere Champenoise
and Vitry, the French
centre, on September 7th
and the following days,
began a steady, slow, progressive movement against
the German centre, pushing
it back in a north-easterly
direction.

T

But neither of the opposing centres was the decisive
place of action in the first
part of the great battle.
General Joffre was only holding the enemy's centre in a
vigorous manner, and compelling him to put every
available man into the fighting-line to prevent the German retreat becoming a
German rout. On the eastern
wing the same pressure was
exerted for the same purpose.

•
•

THE STORY OF THE
GREAT CONFLICT
TOLD WEEK BY WEEK

For General Kluck was getting into difficulties on the
western flank of the German host, and the grand attack all
along the line was fiercely, continuously kept up, so as -to
make it unsafe for the German centre to spare any men to
reinforce. Kluck on the western flank.
Here the British forces, supported by French troops,
were preparing to deliver the mortal stroke in the battle.
'hen. Kluck had withdrawn towards his centre. to avoid
being cut off and shattered, his old enemies the British
followed him, and opened their attack on September 6th,
driving him ten miles across the country. Their sideways,
flanking attack threatened not only to defeat and rout
Kiuck's army, but to drive across the back of the German
centre and break up the entire Teutonic host, by' cutting its
lines of communications. At any cost the British attack
had to be repulsed ; but at the time of writing the German
was still giving way, with the British bayonet pricking the
skin over his heart. By September loth our troops had
crossed the Marne, capturing guns and Maxims and taking
prisoners. The enemy was driven back all along the
battle-front, exhausted and suffering severely. The
Belgians-w-ere pursuing 40,000 Germans hastening towards
France' to reinforce their retreating main army.
The Russian Advance
IT was a mistake to call the Russian a steam-roller. He
is the avalanche, that has a speed as terrific as its
force. While gathering for the lightning-like fall, the
Russians allowed the main Austrian army to penetrate
far into Russian Poland. Only such opposition was made
as was necessary to shepherd the Austrian troops to the
position at Lublin it was desired they should occupy.
Then, on August r 7th, two Russian armies quietly united
far to the south of the Austrian position, while the main
force of the Tsar collected four hundred miles away from
the southern Russian armies. It was a daring bit of
strategy, for it allowed the Austrians to concentrate against
either one of the two parts of the divided Russian force.
But the thing was done with such secrecy that the Austrian
commander did not learn Of it till too late.
He placed a second army of 200,000 men round Lemberg,,
in his rear, to protect his main force at Lublin from being
encircled by the northern and southern Russian hosts.
But on September 4th, after an eight-day battle, the
second Austrian army was routed, and many of its men,
all its stores, and most of its guns captured by General
Russky, commanding the southern Russian forces. After
sending out Cossacks to take
and hold the main passes of
the Carpathian Mountains,
leading to Buda-Pesth, General Russky turned northward to carryout his original
task of enveloping the main
Austrian forces in the rear,
tc hile the Northern Russian,
army ringed them round in
the front.

" GOOD-EYE ! "

Germany then intervened
to saveAustria-Hungary from
rapid, complete destruction.
She threw reinforcements
into the Austrian force near
Lublin, getting her troops
through the lessening gap be-.
tween the northern and
southern Russian hosts. The
Russians continued their vast
enveloping movement, and
at the same, time menaced
Central Germany with
invasion. Their battle-front
stretched r,000
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THE FARRIER IN THE FRAY-AN EPISODE AT COMPIEGNE
When the 6th Dragoons charged the Germans at Compiegne on September 1st, the regimental shoeing—smith would not
be left out. " Armed only with a hammer, he took part in the frenzied gallop, and wielded his weapon with deadly effect."

THE GREAT EPISODES OF THE WAR
III. The Battle of Heligoland Bight
O
VER the great Bight, formed by the estuaries of
the Elbe, the Ems, and the jande, the fortress
island of Heligoland stands as sentinel. It is the
German Gibraltar, on fortifying which many millions
of pounds have been spent since it was obtained from Great
Britain in exchange for Zanzibar.
The guns command the deep water passages to the
German naval ports in the North Sea, and allow the
German fleet to move securely
_ _behind the island until
" The Day " arrives. In the meantime, the fortress is
regarded as the base for a series of mosquito attacks by
swift German destroyers that will wear down the strength
of the British fleet.
On the evening of August 27th everything. seemed
favourable for a German deStroyer raid of this kind. For
the first time since war opened, a mist was gathering
thickly on the North Sea, - Through the fog twentyLfour
German destroyers crept - to the shelter of the guns of
Heligoland, in preparation for the great adventure. At
some distance behind them were three cruisers—the Mainz,
Kochi, and Aria.dne—with a flotilla of submarines.
The Wonderful Eye
of the Submarine
From the island searchlights played over the darkening,
half-Veiled sea, and officers with telescopes looked for the
special signs of British watchfulness—for the -swift, small,
scouting destroyers that form the eves of every modern
fleet. But no British destroyer was in sight. None, indeed,
liad been seen off Heligoland since the outbreak of hostilities.
But, all unseen, below the waters on that spot strange
things had been happening for three weeks. - Little bright
mirrors had popped up and turned to all points of the
compass, furrowing the waves, and leaving pennant3 of
foam streaming behind them. The periscopes of the
daring British submarines escaped the German vision.
The enemy looked on these slow, unhandy, hidden vessels
as useful but untested agents of destructive attack. He
never suspected we should use them for close observation
in his own waters, instead of relying on the orthodox
scouting operations of Visible destroyers. This was one
of the great secrets of British naval tactics, and it was
not to be cheaply revealed by a submarine torpedo attack
._
on any German ship.
Larger results than that were expected to flow from our
unique, . unguessed-at method of studying all the enemy's
movements. The operations conceived in view of the
proposed German destroyer raid were entrusted to the
youngest and most clashing of our admirals, Admiral Sir
David Beatty. He made a bold and subtle scheme of
attack. The idea was to tempt, the German commander
to launch out on something more important and fruitful
than a torpedo skirmish.
A Challenge that
was Declined
One of our destroyer flotillas, with its flotilla cruiser, the
Arethusa, was sent under Commodore Tvrwhitt to Heligoland. The other two parts of the British naval force were
kept at some distance away, and curtained by the fog.
So far as the Germans were allowed to view the affair, the
opening of the conflict was the result of an unhappy accident
on the part of the too adventurous Commodore Tyrwhitt.
Prowling about on the foggy sea at dawn on August 28th,
the leader of the British destroyer flotilla blundered by the
merest chance on twenty-four German torpedo craft ready
for a raid I
As the dark-grey form - of the British cruiser loomed
through the mist, with the dim, low shapes of her attendant
destroyers just visible on each side of her, the German
vessels fled. But it was only a pretended flight. Their
commander was tryino. to lure the British within the range
b
of the guns of Heligoland.
The kind invitation to Come
in and be sunk was declined, and the Arethusa's six-inch
forward gun shelled the fleeing German destroyers.
To protect their small craft, on which. the British destroyers were also firing, the fine, new German cruisers,

the Mzinz and the Koein, came out of the mist, and the.
older, slower Ariadne steamed into - action. Matters
suddenly became too hot for the British boats. For after
landing one shell on the enemy, the Arethusa. got a very
bad blow, a shell--probably from the Mainz—bursting
in her engire-room. She was drawing off, sadly injured,
when a' destroyer belonging to our submarines got chased.
The Arethusa, forgetting her own internal troubles, limped
along, like a wounded mother hen fighting for a strayed,
endangered chick, and bravely drove off the attackers.
In the meantime, our destroyer flotilla went into action.
As it was forming up on the Arethusa the mist around was
,-.tabbed with flame, the spears of fire appearing scarcely
two hundred yards away. The British destroyers at once
strung- out, in order to offer less target than they were
doing while in a bunch. Then they charged the big, fourfunnelled German cruiser that was trying to annihilate
them at short range. Their charge drew the enemy's fife
off their injured flotilla leader.
A Daring Attack
by Destroyers
It was like a troop of hussars riding at a, line of big
sege-guns, one shell from which was complete destruction.
hut, unlike siege-guns, those of the hostile warship could
he rapidly trained in any direction, and they blazed away
at the charging destroyer flotilla.
"the destroyers fired in return, but their four-inch guns
seem to have done little or no damage. This was in the
nature of things. A British destroyer is. more than a match
for a German destroyer, and can, at a pinch, tackle two of
them, as her ordnance is heavier, But against a cruiser
a destroyer's fire is almost useless. Her vibrating, pulsing
deck, continually changing direction as she dodges, is a bad
gun platform, and there is not room in the narrow space
inn range-finding instruments, while a. fire-control is.
impossible.
The cruiser has a fire control. on her tall masts, and
proper range-finding mechanism. Her fire is steady and
directed with deadly science. The speed at which the
destroyers are advancing is quickly measured, and the
guns are trained mechanically at each shot, to allow for
each new advance of the hostile craft. The marvel is that
none of our destroyers was sunk in this wildly unequal
combat
They' were saved by a trick. As they charged at full
speed, the enemy's shells at first went over them. Then,
when the enemy got the right range—in five seconds—our
destroyers altered their course. Instead of rushing on in
the straight line which the hostile fire-control had by that
time measured, they swerved, dodged, and, charging
forward from a new direction, launched their torpedoes
and returned to the Arethusa.
Mosquitoes of the Sea
Attack the Mainz
They found their mother ship still afloat, but the Fearless,
was engaging a three-funneller, the Mainz. The mosquitoes
of the fleet joined in the attack on the Mainz, or flung
themselves on any German destroyer that was wishful to
finish the poor, brave, suffering Arethusa.
It was a very one-sided fight, and it had been so arranged
by Admiral Beatty. He wanted to give the German
cruiser squadron an easy prey to bring them into action.
Our destroyers intentionally accepted very severe punish1-21

It was like a fight in the darkness, for the mist was so
thick that our ships could not see how each other fared, and
it was only possible to make out the opposing grey
shadow, and fire at it amid the acrid, stifling fumes of
picric acid from the shells bursting around.
Beating away the destroyers, the three German cruisers
closed about the wounded Arethusa to complete her
destruction. She devoted all her remaining energies on
the Mainz, endeavonring to sink her before she sank herself. But the position of affairs suddenly altered. The
Arethusa and her destrOyers had fnlfilled their part of the

The 4,350—ton cruiser Mainz was one of the three German vessels
sunk in the daring naval escapade on August 28th, when Rear—
Admiral Beatty attacked the German navy right ,under the
guard of the Heligoland forts. A few shots from the attacking
ships smashed two of her funnels, carried away her mainmast,
and set her on fire. She is seen in the photograph settling down
by the bows. The small inset picture shows the Mainz intact.

plan. They had smashed up the German destroyer
divisions and drawn the German cruisers into action.
Our Light Cruiser Squadron, under Commodore
Goodenough, steamed through the ;thinning morning
mist to the place where firing was going on, and engaged
the three hostile cruisers. They in turn had now become
the bait to a larger battle. if they were punished badly,
the German battleships must come to their aid. So " The
Day " would immediately arrive.
The British cruisers, fought in the jellicoe manrc,4-.
Singling but one enemy—the Mainz—they concentrated
their guns on her. In one minute the splendid vessel was
on flame amidships, and many of her distraught men
deserted their guns in the uninjured parts of the drip.
This was probably why the officers fired on the seamen
who jumped into the sea when our boats came to rescue
them. -The officers were mad with anger that their gunners
had not fought their guns till the last possible moment.
The' Vision Behind
the Curt in of Mist
As the Mainz burst into flame, the mist lifted, showing
our Battle Cruiser Squadron, with Admiral Beatty leading
on the Lion, and chasing the other two German cruisers.
The British ships were much faster, and soon overtook the
hostile vessels. Yet it seems they were in no haste to
begin the work of destruction, the idea probably being to
allow the doomed German ships to send wireless messages
for help to their battleships. But though the battleships
must have heard for hours the sound of firing, none of them
came to Heligoland to protect their cruisers.
The Lion let the Koeln fire at her for ten minutes without replying. It was like a terrier snarling at a mastiff
waiting for something of his own size to fight. But as no
worthy opponent appeared, the Lion fired a broadside—
each shell more than half a ton of hard steel and picric
acid explosive.
The stricken cruiser, was hidden in a cloud of flame and
smoke. When the air cleared, a huge hole was visible in

her side. She half hauled. down her ensign, then re-hoisted
it and opened fire. Five shots from the thirteen-and-a-haltinch guns of the Lion again struck her she burst and
sank, and though the Southampton at once steamed over
the spot, there was not a. man to be rescued. In the
meantime the Ariadne had ,been shelled, and lurche
away in a sinking condition.
Seeing that nothing could tempt the German battleships
to come from behind Heligoland and engage, Admiral
Beatty withdrew with all his ships, having sunk five of the
enemy's vessels, without los,ing anything except a boat.
Even the boat's crew was saved. They had put out from
the Defender in a whaler to rescue some German sailors
who had flung thethselves into the sea, from a sinking
destroyer. Before the whaler could row back, a German cruiser chased the Defender ay.-ay. The gallant life-savees
found themselves in an open boat, with nothing but fog and
foes round them, the nearest land twenty-five miles distant_
and that land the enemy's fortress. Suddenly the water
was disturbed close by, and amid the swirl the confinetower of the British submarine E4 emerged. The tower
opened, everybody in the boat was taken in, the submarine
dived, and took the brave, abandoned sailors two hundred'
and fifty miles across the sca to their own land.
A Vi7tory of Great
Moral Value
Such was the romantic ending of the first fight since
Trafalgar for the general command of the sea. The Batte
of the Bight was not decisive, owing to the remarkable
reluctance of the German admiral to bring his battleshipinto action, even when they seemed to have only the tae!k
of saving three German cruisers from our Light Cruiser
Squadron. We shall probably find later that this brilliant.
finely plqnned affair of outposts was a victory with moral
consequences larger than its material gains. Followin
the Goeben's flight from the little Gloucester, it is scarcely
likely to have enhanced the fighting spirit of the very
retiring German Nave.

Some Losses and Addi

H.M.S. Pathfinder, sunk by a submarine twenty miles from our
East Coast. Over 200 officers and men were lost.

GERMANY does not take kindly
to naval warfare in the open.
Instead of sweeping Britain off
the seas, as it boastfully threatened
before the war, its vessels have
stunk into fortified naval stations,
and sent out disguised ships to
strew neutral waters with deadly
floating mines. It is a cowardly,
hit-or-miss way to wage war.
Britain's harbours are, of course,
guarded by electrically-controlled
mines, but we have not distributed
any floating ones.
Germany is annoyed by our
appropriation of the two Dreadnoughts that British shipyards
were building for Turkey. They
were almost complete, and Turkish
crews were believed to be in
this country ready to take them
to the Dardanelles. We commandeered them for our Navy,
and Turkey retaliated by purehasing the Goeben and Breslau
from Germany.
Lord Charles Beresford, \',i()
will command the Royal Marine
Brigade in the new Naval Division

o Our Navy

Another victim of Germany's unfair tactics. H.M.S. Speedy, an
old torpedo—gunboat, sunk by a mine in the North Sea.

Admiral Lord Charles Beresford Honorary
Colonel of the recently-formed Marine Brigade.

that is being formed, is certainly
one of our most popular sailors.
His speeches in the House of
Commons are always listened to
with interest ; he knows the
middle classes ; he is a friend on
the working man. At a Black• heath recruiting meeting the other
day, a huge crowd greeted him
with cries of "Well done, Condor ! "
a reference to his celebrated feat
at Alexandria, when he rose to
speak. " You have not got a
better man in the whole country
than Sir John Jellicoe," he declared. " The Fleet will never
fail you ! "
The new Naval Division will
add to our forces 15,000 men,
completely equipped with hospital,
ammunition -column, transport,
cyclists, and machine-guns. An
aeroplane squadron from the
naval wing will be available if
required.
This new force will train under
the Admiralty, but it will be ready
for service in the held if not required
at sea.

Just previous to the declaration of war, British shipyards had almost completed two Dreadnoughts for Turkey. Our own Government
commandeered them. One is shown here. Their new names are 04.10,S. Agincourt and H.M.S. Erin.

t
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The Amazing Story of Submarine E4

One incident in the naval action off Heligoland on August 28th the sailors feelings, alone in an open boat, twenty-five mites from
reads more like a Jules Verne romance than cold fact. The the nearest land, and that land an enemy's fortress, with nothing
Defender, having sunk an enemy, lowered a whaler to pick up her but Fog and toes around them ! Suddenly, a swirl alongside, and up
swimming survivors. An enemy's cruiser came up and chased away popped submarine E4, which opened its conning-tower, took them
all aboard, dived, and carried them 250 miles home to Britain !
the Defender, who was forced to abandon her whaler. Imagine
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Building Up the Grand Old Army

The King inspecting the foreign service battalion of the old-established Honourable Artillery
Company, of which his Majesty is Captain-General, before they leave headquarters in London.

Recruiting for the Old Public Schools and University Men's Force was such a success that the full
strength of five thousand men was obtained within ten days. This picture shows the force drilling
in Hyde Park, London.

Fr, aut Thoa'.
H.R.H. The Prince of Wales
in full marching-order dress.

Friends within our gates are preparing to take part in the war. A Foreign Legion has been formed in Sono, and some of the
recruits ere shown here. A battalion of aoo men, representing fourteen different nations, with our Allies preponderating, is
also encamped at Wembley, one of the sentries on guard—a Frenchman in khaki--being shown above.

Grenadier and Scots Guards off to the Front

The Scots Guards marching to Waterloo Station on their way
to the battlefields of France.

departing troops, as they march to their entraining
OURpoints,
carry the domestic atmosphere right up to
the railway platform. The boy who carries his father:
hat is as proud of the privilege as is the father who is
carrying his three-year-old daughter on his shoulder.
The happy father is Private Wilkinson, of the Scots Guards,.

The first battalion of the Grenadier Guards marching from Wellington Barracks to Waterloo Station on its way to prove to the
Kaiser that they can still show the old fighting qualities that the regiment displayed under Marlborough in the Low Countries,
Wellington at Waterloo, and Roberts in South Africa.

Our Photographer with the British in France
IN the little French town of La Ferti, through which
the River Marne flows, a sanguinary duel between
British and Germans took place on September loth. The
Germans retreated, unable to endure the deadly accuracy
of our artillery. Houses in the town suffered badly.
Shells crashed through roofs, rifle bullets shattered tb.e

A Highlander's grave on the battlefield
On the cross is written " He was a good pal."

A british outpost guarding a bridge while
the Battle of the Marne was raging.

British infantry advancing to capture German stragglers..
many of whom surrendered in the hope of getting a mea,.
A British officer's grave at La Ferte. The cress is constructed from a cigarette packing-case,

British soldiers inspect a death's—head busby left on the

battle-

field by a German hussar, and picked up by a French cavalryman.

Centre circle

D:low-palics. A stately thateau in which the enemy
installed their machine-guns was shelled by our artillery,
and left a heap of smouldering ruins. Desperate fightin7,
at close quarters took place in the town, ancithe grey cobble
stone swere stained red. Just outside La Ferte a rough
wooden cross denotes the last resting-place of a Highlander,
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Scenes From the Fighting Along the Marne

One of the bridges across the Marne at La Ferte blown up by
engineers.

Interested spectators of a German transport waggon smashed by
British shells during the fight at La rerte.

Prisoners of war that are worth taking. British soldiers convoying
captured German artillery and transport horses through a village.

A band of German prisoners captured by the British at La Ferte.
Some of them have received medical treatment, and they do not
seem at all d,spleased at having been saved from taking further
part, in the war. ,,They are now sure of good food, and plenty
of it.

:the 1Vai. Illustrated, 26th September, 1914.
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Brave Britons Captive Among Coward Germans

British soldiers, prisoners of war, breakfasting in their encampment at Doberitz, near Potsdam. Reports say that they seem
depressed at having been captured, though they are not badly treated.

BRITISH soldiers captured by the enemy
have, so far, received
humane treatment, but
lately _the German newspapers have apparently
embarked on a shameful
campaign to incite the
mob against them. " It
would be absolutely justifiable," says one article,
" if these English w ere
made to" feel the whole
.= eight of a really rough
and hard—aye, cruel —
imprisonment. \-Ve trea
them better than they
deserve." A war correspondent accused the
British of " incredible
and inhuman cruelties
against the brave German
troops - and wounded."
The prisoners were lecLured by a German major,

A near view of British soldiers who have been captured by the Germans.
They are included in the huge number described as " missing " in
the official casualty lists. Do you recognise any of them ?

who, speaking in English,
said that " at the least sign - of insurrection
machine - guns will be
brought up at fifty yards,
and not one of you will
remain alive."
Possibly the real explanation for the German
campaign against the
prisoners is their popularity amongst German
women. One of thenewspaper articles was
ex pr essly written to
show the Germ an
women and girls what
beasts in human form
these Englishmen are." In
no age of the world has a
sane people sunk to such
depths of loathsome lying
as the Germans to-day.
They are undoubtedly a
nation gone mad.

Another view of British prisoners in the Doberitz camp. They have been ostentatiously paraded through German thoroughfare's
to show the German public what " huge success " has attended the Teutonic War Lord's operations, Many wear borrowed trouser!
and Shoes, their own attire havina Suffered during the fighting.
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Britain's Roll of Honour—T

e Toll of War

—1
Major H. H. NORMAN
Capt. G. W. LIDDELL
(wounde..). Northamptonshire. (wounded).
Rifle Brigade.

Capt. G. W. F. RENTON
(wounded). 1st Dragoons

Col. S. C. F. JACKSON
(wounded). Hampshire Regt

Capt. W. M. C. VANDELEUR
killed).
Essex Regiment.

Capt. E. R. A. HALL
(wounded). King's Liverpool.

Sec.-Lt. Hon. A:HERBERT
(wounded). Irish Guards.

Capt. T. R. BADGER
(wounded).
12th Lancers.

Capt. R. E. DRAKE (died of
wounds). Lincolnshire Regt.

Capt. F. A. BOWRING
(wounded). East Surrey Regt.

Lieut. J. T. CORYTON
(wounded).
Rifle Brigade

Lieut. E. W. S. FOLJAMBE
(wounded). Rifle Brigade.

Lieut. G. C. JULER
(killed).
5th Lancers.

Lieut. A. B. OLPHERT
(wounded). Royal Irish Fus.

Lieut. J. M. TYLEE (killed).
15th Hussars.

Lieut. E. M. S. KENT
(killed).
Hampshire Regt.

Lieut. J. GIFFARD (wounded)
Royal Horse Artillery.

Lieut. W. EL R. ELLIOTT
wounded.)
Cheshire Regt.

Lieut. J. C. G. LEIGH J
(wounded). 1st Life Guards.

Lieut. B. G. NICHOLAS—
(wounded). 12th Lancers.

Lieut. DORMAN-SMITH
Mr. 3. MARTIN-SMITH - (died
(wounded). Northumb. Fus. of wounds). Intelligence Dept

Brigadier-General N. D.
FINDLAY (killed). R. A.

Ca*. Lord FITZGERALD
(wounded). Irish Guards.

Lieut. Lord R. E. INNES4LER
(wounded). Irish Guards.

(Photos by Sport & General, Lafayette, Spea ght, Bassano, H. Walter Barnett, Russell, _News Illustratiev.)
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German Fiendishness on the Russian Frontier

German brutality is not confined to their western operations.
On the eastern frontier dastardly atrocities have also been cornmated. Trumpeters of German culture denounced Britain for
allying itself with Russia, whose Cossacks, they asserted, were
rank barbarians. Yet, while the Germans cut off the hands and
ears of wounded Cossacks. the Russian soldiers themselves are

forbidden, under pain of death, to molest non-combatants, or to
pillage. The fury of the Cossacks against Germany has been
accentuated by the cold-blooded murder of peaceable peasants in
Russian villages near the German border. Our illustration
shows a detachment of Russian soldiers standing aghast op the
scene of a German outrage.

the War Mao:rated, 26th September, 1914.

The One Solitary Instance of German Chivalry

Shining out from the appalling welter of loathsome German
brutality is this one instance of chivalry, which Sir John French
reported in his despatch of September 11th. On the previous day
a small party of French, under a non-commissioned officer, was cut
off and surrounded. After a desperate resistance it was decided
to go on fighting to the end. Finally a non-commissioned officer

and one man only were left, both being wounded. The GerMans
came up and shouted to them to lay down their arms. The German
commander, however, signed to them to keep their arms, and
then asked for permission to shake hands with the wounded noncommissioned officer, who was carried off on a stretcher with
his rifle by his side.
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Britain Gaining Mastery of the Air

Gordon Bell was shot in the foot and his machine was smashed at Mona, yet he
managed to plane to earth and tramp to the British lines.

" ONE of the features of the campaign,"
says Sir John French's despatch
of September r rth, " has been the success
attained by the Royal Flying Corps.
In regard to the collection of information it is impossible either to award too
much praise to our aviators for the way
they have carried out their duties or to
overestimate the value of the intelligence collected."
General Joffre values our aviators,
too, and has written. complimenting
them.
During a period of twenty days up to
September loth, a daily average of more
than nine reconnaissance flights c4f over
too miles each had been maintained.
The object of our aviators has been to
effect the accurate location of the
enemy's forces, but when hostile aircraft are seen they are attacked

Mr. Walter Wood was brought down
by Germans, but escaped.

Lord Carbery early offered his services to the
Admiralty and was accepted.

instantly with one or more, British
machines. So far five German pilots
or observers have been shot in the air
and their machines brought to the
ground. The British Flying Corps has
thus established an individual ascendancy which is as serviceable to us as it
is damaging to the enemy, who have
become much less enterprising in their
flights.
Bomb-dropping has not been indulged
in to any great extent. On one occasion
a petrol bomb was successfully exploded
in a German bivouac at night, while,
from a diary found on a dead German
cavalry soldier, it has been discovered
that a high-explosive bomb thrown at
a cavalry column from one of our
aeroplanes struck an ammunition
waggon. The resulting explosion killed
fifteen of the enemy.

A group of officers in the British Flying Corps. Included in the group, from left to right, are : Lieut. Playfair, Lieut. Mills,
Lieut. Soames, Capt. Board, Major Riley, Major Higgins, Lieut, Jones, Lieut. Gould, Lieut. Small, and Lieut. Anderson,

1 he Wee il!yetrated,
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German Aeroplane Goes to its Doom

A German aeroplane, attempting to reach Paris with bombs on
September 2nd, was seen by two French aviators, who gave
chase. After some dramatic manoeuvring, the Frenchmen
succeeded in climbing to a higher altitude than their enemy ,

Then they were able to get unobstructed aim at the occupants
of the German machine, and their shots went home. With
wings partially severed from body, it dropped to earth a bent and
twisted wreck, and its two occupants were killed.

Some of the Men who Formed General French's 'Spear-head' Against the Germans

British soldiers in Paris being directed by a French Boy Scout, who is carrying the
rifle of a wounded Englishman.

Soldiers of the British Expeditionary Force being transported by motor—waggons in
France. Motor traction has introduced a new factor into war.

Two Lancashire lade rep Aping an English m >ter—lerry WYCh 1A/ 13 centured by the
Clerm4ns, but was recaptured later in a damajed condition.

Our eel di ere at the trent hits ir11.1rD /MI these s'aelt3re to protect the le from the weather.
Trio., hate to put up with diseJmiorte innumerable, but they are happy and hopeful.

•

After the lightning advance of the German armies through northern France they
were arrested by the iron wall of the a► lied defence stretching from Paris to the strong
fortress of Verdun. Then they were repulsed with enormous lose, and lust saved themselves from a general debacle, The Allies pushed them back relentlessly, and this

splendid photograph was 'taken during the great struggle. It is a scene in the village of
Chauconier, near Meaux, on the River Marne, which is Just being entered by French
artillery pressing on the fleeing Germane, who fired the house still seen burning on the right
before leaving in haste. it le one of the most vivid pictorial records received from the front.

.1-4
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The German 'Sweep Into France and After
will remember the German advance from
H ISTORY
Belgium through Northern France as one of the most
daring military movements in the annals r-f war. It followed
the German general policy of striking hard in the " decisive
direction." It carried them almost to the gates of Paris,
and its impetuosity might have broken the French armies

but for the brilliant generalship of Sir John French. But
the German advance was too forced to be sound, and the
aggressive resistance of the allied forces on the line
between Paris and Verdun threw them back in defeat and
disorder. Paris saw the danger of investment recede, and
the whole civilised world breathed more freely.

German troops, on September 1st, marching into Amiens, the famous French city of about 100,000 inhabitants, which lies midway
between Lille and Paris, and is the principal railway station between Calais and the capital.

German soldiers at Tongres. The railway bridge was destroyed by the retreating
Belgians, but was re—erected by the Germans on wood piles,

General von Kiuck, the German commander, who
claimed to have the British in a circle of Steel."

This photograph was taken on the outskirts of the great Battle of the Marne, fought during the week ending September 12th. It
shows a group of German prisoners at the temporary hospital in charge of some French Red Cross attendants.

Jita6ef.,,ttcd,
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Turning of the Tide The German Retreat
T

HE British retirement from Mors to Compiegne, from
August 25-ch to September rat, was carried out in
Ierfect order, despite insistent pressure from immensely
Superior numbers of the enemy. Not so the German
retreat. Driven hack across the River Marne, the Kaiser's
Soldiers were nearly demoralised. Considerable bodies of

infantry surrendered io the British force at sight,
.omplaining of starvation. Villages were rifled by the retreating enemy, and evidence of drunkenness amongst them
was apparent. The exact number of prisoners captured is
nor, of course, known, but by September 11th the British
lorees held r.5oo, besides many Maxims and other guns.

oy•

The French soldiers are at their best when fighting on the offensive. Like their British comrades, they fought the retiring actions
from the Belgian frontier none too joyfully. Our photograph shows them in their element--advancing to take up a new position.

Wounded Turcos being assisted to the rear by their comrades
during the fierce Battle of the Marne.

No section of the Allies better enjoys keeping the Germans on the
run than the famous Zouave. They are all expert shots.

The aftermath of the great German retreat. French soldiers decorate themselves with helmets captured from the enemy, and
guard a heap of German arms and equipment. One French cavalryman proudly blows a German bugle,

l'Ite 'War 111astialcd, 26th September. 1914.
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Part of Belgium's Heavy Price of Liberty

The village of Melle, a few miles south—west from Ghent, was
one of the Belgian villages to suffer from German atrocity.
Some peasants have recovered the remains of a body from this
ruined farmhouse and are trying to identify them.

Dr. Van Wynkel, of Termonde, seen on the right, was one of the
hostages held by the Germans from Termonde. All the others
were murdered, but the doctor strangled his drunken guard
and escaped by swimming a river.

Termonde was a town tt 10,000 in ,abitants, between Malines of Antwerp when the full weight of German invasion attacked
them, but when the invaders depleted their forces to assist
and Ghent, a little south from Antwerp. It as—what the picture
their armies in Prussia and France, the soldiers of King
shows. Language fails to supply words to describe the destruc—
Albert were quick to seize their opportunity, and they regained
tion that has been wrought by the barbaric soldiery of that
several places round Antwerp, including the desolate and
blood—mad Kaiser who claims the support of God in his devil's
work. The Belgians retired from Termonde to the fortress destroyed Termonde.

J. 261h SeDtember, 114.
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Africa Helps to Save Europe s Civilisation
•

• •

•
Three wounded Turcos, sent back from the firing-line, exchange experiences in a
hospital garden. Left picture: Turco, put out of the fighting by an injured
arm, walks through the streets of Paris.

Wounded French soldiers, including some of the celebrated Algerians, are
waited upon by Red Gross nurses. Inset: A Turco enjoys the luxury of a
taxi-cab ride.

The French-Algerian troops, commonly called Turcos, are
credited with intense ferocity when charging the enemy. Most of
them are pure-blooded Arabs, Mohammedans to whom death in

battle is a passport to Paradise. Heedless of artiberyer machinegun fire, they have made soma splendid bayonet charges against
the Germans. Their knapsacks weigh between SO and 100 lb.

Pale 112
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Victorious Servians Who Have Invaded Austria
upon Servia was intended by Austiia, no matter
WARwhat
might be the reply to the ultimatum delivered
to her on July 23rd, 1914. The declaration of war by
Austria followed on July 28th, and the bombardment of
Belgrade began forthwith. Montenegro allied herself with
Servia on August ist.
After the hot days of ultimatums and declarations of war
up to August 4th, Austria had to turn and defend herself

against the advancing Russians, and the pressure on Servia
lessened. The little Balkan state became aggressive,
and on August 21st the battle on the Drina resulted in her
favour, and the Austrians were driven from Servian soil.
Meanwhile the Russian avalanche was smiting Austria, and
the Servians, under General Putnik, advanced into the
territory of the Dual Monarchy. They invaded Bosnia oil
September 8th, and prepared to strike into Austria proper.

Servian artillery officers passing through Nisch, which was made the seat of government when
the Austrians attacked Belgrade. They are carrying flowers given them by their sweethearts
before they left for the firing—line.

Servian artillery on the promenade of the public gardens at Belgrade, overlooking the Danube and the Austrian frontier at Semlin,
now captured by Servia. Inset is the portrait of General Putnik, the commander—in—chief of the victorious Servian army.

Russian Cavalry Put Austrians to Flight

To say that the Russian cavalry has proved too good for Austria
is to put it mildly. The Austrian forces have been remorselessly
crushed by the Tsar's splendid fighters. After battling near

Lemberg during the whole of the last week in August against the
Russians, the Austrians began to retreat. The Cossacks pressed
upon them and drove them from the field a disorderly rabbit.

The War Illustrated, 26th September, 1914.
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The Battle of the Marne
IT now appears that when General Kluck swerved to
attempt to envelop the French centre to the southeast of Paris, his scouts failed to inform him of the presence
of the British army on his flank. It was this extraordinary
oversight on Saturday and Sunday, September 5th and
6th, that mainly led to the disaster that overtook all the
German forces.
Muck had left a strong rearguard to keep off the
fifth and sixth French armies on his flank, but when.
on Monday, September 7th, the British army also
joined in the attack, the position of the daring Muck-the best general the Germans have, and the only one not
of noble birth—became extremely perilous. The German
commander was compelled to give the order for a
retreat just when his troops thought they were to enter
Paris.
The German general handled his disappointed men in
a swift, skilful manner. One of his rearguards with
machine-guns kept a British army corps at bay in the
south, by sweeping the river with a heavy fire. But in
spite of the strong opposition, the British soldiers showed
themselves as stubborn in attack as they had been in
defence. The heavy artillery fire of our gunners seems
to have dealt the decisive stroke. Our big guns opened
the path for the advance of the French flanking force to
the north of Pai is, and blew clean away the German defences
in the more southern part of the position.

THEN the British and the French infantrymen crossed
stream after stream in fierce, irresistible bayonet
charges that swept Muck's army rapidly backwards.
Many German regiments broke and hid in fragments in
the woods below the vineyard country of Champagne.
The rearguards were slain or captured with. their guns and
Maxims, and far in the north a French army began an
enveloping movement.
Meanwhile the French centre, below Paris, had, with
terrible energy, engaged the armies opposed to them.
When the battle opened, General joffre issued the finest
order ever elven to soldiers. The sons of France were
told that they must, for the sake of their country,
either advance or -perish in hundreds of thousands where
they stood. In no part of the immense battle-front must
there be a retreat.

ancient, slumbering passion of the fight awoke in
THEevery
Frenchman—" the French fury " never seen
on a battlefield for a hundred years. No German could
withstand it. As with the British, so with the French.
In spite of all the principles of modern strategy, in spite of
all the new, terrible, far-reaching, swift-working instruments of death, on the action of which those principles
were based, the bayonet triumphed over gun, Maxim,
rifle, bomb and sabre.
German rearguards had to be thrown out as "bayonet
fodder " to save the German armament, while a
million grey-blue troops, their backs to their foes, turned
away as fast as they could tramp or motor-lorries could
carry them. The army of the Crown Prince tried to break
a path of retreat to Metz by destroying Fort Troyon, one
of the French defences between Verdun and Toul. But
the fort was relieved before the Krupp howitzers could
complete their work. The Crown Prince's army, therefore,
had to join the general line of the German retreat, and
help to choke the roads of communication, and exhaust
what stores of food and ammunition were available,
*

*

The Battle of the Aisne
ABOUT Sunday, September t3th, the German armies
decided to make a stand. They prepared a line of
defence from Compiegne to Rheims. But their positions
could not be held against the sweeping movement of the
allied forces. So, changing the battle to another delaying
rearguard action. the main German forces set about entrenching themselves a little to the rear, on a steep range
of hills running north of the Aisne river and Rheims city.
When the allied armies approached to attack, and
began to set their guns in position to clear the wax
for the infantry advance, Kluck acted with his old
daring. Launching furious attacks on our unprepared
lines, he tried to transform at the very last moment his
retreat into a victory. Greatly adventurous, he singled
out the British troops for this audacious attempt. But
as his own men had not improved in marksmanship or
bayonet work since Cambrai and the Battle of the Marne,
they again fell in thousands. And the French and British
armies not only repulsed the attacks, but gained ground
The Destruction of Austria
reinforcement of a oo,000 men arrived
TILEtooGerman
late in Galicia to assist the million of Austrian

troops in their battle against the Russians. On Saturday,
September r2th, -both the Germans and the Austrians were
broken and routed in the greatest defeat known in history,
with the amazing loss of a quarter of a million men killed
and wounded, and a hundred thousand captured, with art
immense armament. The Austrians and Germans made
their first stand at the little town of Rayarusska, on a line
stretching to the river Dneister. They were assailed on
three sides by the Russian armies, and fled.
Then the last Teutonic stand was made on a line
extending from Gorodek to the Dneister, from which
an attack was vainly made against the Russian left.
0n September lath, the Russian left took
the offensive, and - swept - clean away
the remaining Austro-German force,
which retreated to the fortress town of
Przemysl. 1 fere it was locked up, and far
to the south the Serbs crossed the Savo
and took Semlin, and marched into
Austria to join forces with the Russians.
In a desperate attempt to save AnistriaHungary from complete destruction, the
Kaiser massed 800,000 men in - East
Prussia, and threatened Warsaw. A huge
Russian army gathered in Poland for the
b
clash that would decide the immediate
One of the formidable Krupp 11—inch siege howitzers for attacking forts. Note
fate of Silesia and Berlin.
the high angle at which it can be fired.

